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In Lieu of Editorial
Though Social Science research is as important as research in the disciplines of
Physical Science but its development and significance was not par equal till later part of
nineteenth Century. Technological and material development in 20th Century added new
dimension to research and development of Social Science and Humanities .While
technology assisted in a big way in attaining excellence and perfection but human efforts of
thinking rationally occupied pivot position in achieving Social, Cultural, Psychological,
Political and Economic Growth and Development. In the initial years of independence in
India, research in Physical Science was given more emphasis and attention to research in
Humanities and Social Sciences was given less importance than required. With the
onslaught of globalization and privatization of education has tremendously changed the
scenario of research in Humanities and Social Sciences. Further, the pandemic also has
scathingly impacted research in Humanities and Social Sciences giving rise to digitization of
research in the domain with a shift towards e-learning and e-research. The pandemic
gradually affected formal classroom teaching–learning process and physical research
activities at various colleges, Universities and research institutes.
The pandemic exigencies urged the Social scientists and researchers to rethink about
the alternative of new research horizon. E-Library, e-research and e-Journal gained
momentum and renewed importance to fill the vacuum. The journal of Asiatic Society for

Social Science Research (ASSSR) as an earnest, honest and noble academic endeavor
provided an opportunity to scholars and researchers to manifest and reflect their research
ideas and findings at different levels starting from global to national, regional, and local
level. While ASSSR has kept its relentless and continuous effort in Publishing all its issues
in time throughout the pandemic period but due to some unavoidable reasons its December,
2021 (April 2022) issue i.e. Volume No. 3, Issue No. 2 has been much little delayed. We
regret for the inconvenience caused to the contributors so also the readers.
The present issue of ASSSR carries Seven numbers of research articles of a group of
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contributors who have done excellent works in their areas of interest. The volume has both
theoretical and empirical contents. The contributors belong to different branches of Social
Sciences and Humanities. I, strongly believe, the contributors thorough their concerned
commitment, research and academic insight have tried out focusing various issues, aspects
and dimensions of conflicting currents of Social, Economic, Political and Physiological
problems confronting us. All the research articles chosen for this volume and issue are of
high academic and research standard which may immensely be beneficial and meet the
requirements of teachers , researchers , students , policy makers engaged in the process of
teaching learning research and policy making.
Prasant Ch. Panda and Duryadhan Nayak have discussed about role of effective
governance in narrowing the tax gap. They have argued that there is an intrinsic relation
between tax policy tax structure and the tax administration. They have highlighted the
causes and consequence of the tax gap and the various indicators for understanding the tax
gap. They argue that a three pronged approach i.e. policy, structure and strategic fit
administrative set up to handle, interpret and implement them with efficiency , and
effectiveness without dislocation of allocation of resources is crucial enhancement of tax
compliance.
The article on “Significance of Faizi’s Nal Daman in Indo Persian –Literature”
discusses about the historical root of Persian language and literature flourished in India with
establishment of ‘House of translation’ during Mughal rule particularly by Akbar. The
author opined that the Indo-Persian literature was enriched for the first time by poet laureate
Faizi, a distinguished poet of Akbar’s Court, with his translation master piece, ‘Masanawi
Nal Daman’ and the tradition of translating Indian stories in Persian Masanawi also
continued during the reign of Jahangir, Shahjahan and Aurangzeb. In this piece of writing
the author has discovered about the Masanawi of Nal-Daman and its impact on the later

poets of Indo-Persian literature.
Debabrata Patra’s article explores the predicament of the informal and migrant
workers during Covid-19 Pandemic in India in 2020-21. His findings are based on extensive
field study which has exposed the precarious condition of the migrant and informal workers
resulting in nearly 80 % of workers losing their jobs. The situation further worsened with
coming of natural disasters in 2020 and 2021. To do away with pandemic and disaster
induced crisis and ameliorate the miseries of the migrant laborers, the author suggests for a
comprehensive plan of providing livelihood , Social security, skill building and encouraging
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self employment of these effected migrant workers.
Gitanjali Barik, in her article has examined the impact of Nagomo-Karabakh war on
environment in the region. The author has pointed out that since their independence with
disintegration of Soviet Union on 30th August 1991 Azerbaijan and Armenia, despite of the
challenges of social, economic crisis; Political instability had intense conflict over NagomoKarabakh, creating a war situation and resulting in displacement of many civilians from
either side. Though 1994 ceasefire had resolved war over the Nagomo-Karabakh region but
even after 30 years, the tension between the two countries again escalated. While discussing
elaborately the environmental consequences of the conflict over the region on society she
has offered an overview of the future of Nagomo-Karabakh war.
In the article “Unsettled Narrative: Historiography of Archaeological Interpretation.”
the author has provided a methodological historical facts, a detailed discussion on how the
construction of past depends on its theoretical frame of analysis corroborating facts and
interpretation. In the entire easy, the author has thrown lights on the key concepts of
methodological explanation of archaeological interpretation.

Pravasini Barik in her article has discussed about the past and future experience on
Political journey of Indians in Kenya. She says that India and Kenya are well connected
through Indian Ocean since last three thousand years. Both the countries are binded with
symmetrical bond through their beautiful culture and trade relations. The paper explores and
unfolds the causes behind the migration of Indians to East Africa and their Political
involvement in liberation struggle to decolonize Kenya. The paper has highlighted historical
background of Indo-Kenya connectivity and role of Indian Diaspora in Kenyan politics. The
author argues that contribution of Indians in Kenyan economic and politics is unforgettable
and highlights India’s role in Kenya’s freedom as pathfinder.
Jisa Ann Thomas has made an enquiry into medical knowledge in Ancient India
unfolding the myths to surgery and Ayurveda. The author argues that alike every other
land ,medical knowledge in India also have grown out of the sheer necessity of overcoming
injury, sickness and pain. Indigenous Medical Science of India owe its origin during
prehistoric time, known as Ayurveda concerned mainly with prolongation of healthy life
and prevention of disease, a Science of life. The author argues that Ayurveda as a science of
life represent a secular, non-religious secular tradition and there is little evidence to
substantiate the claim made by the Ayurveda tradition that lays its roots in the Veda, so also
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it neither owe its root to Greek medicine too.
Thus, the present volume and issue of ASSSR, though published little late but encapsulate
many pivotal issues that is happening in the real world capturing a scholarly frontiers, a
honest and earnest attempt in presenting a glimpse of both empirical and theoretical aspects
of research. I am confident that this issue will stimulate reflection, creative output and
further research in the domain of Social Science and Humanities. I wish the issue to reach
the expectation of Scholars, Researchers, Students and General Readers.

(Dr Pramod Kumar Ray)
Editor-in-Chief, ASSSR
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ABSTRACT

The paper analyses the intrinsic relation between tax policy, tax structure and the tax
administration. Without strategic tax administration mechanism, tax policy and tax
structure how strongly be built in, may not help achieving the intended output. The study
of the environment is essential for successful tax administration. Tax collection is
considered as a production process with the environment as one of the inputs in the said
process for tax revenue as output. The paper highlights the causes and consequences of
the ‘tax gap’ and the various indicators for understanding the tax gap. A three-pronged
approach i.e. policy, structure and strategic fit administrative set up to handle,
interpret, and implement them with efficiency and effectiveness without dislocation of

allocation of resources is crucial enhancement of tax compliance.
Keywords: Internet Accessibility, Net-neutrality, Commodification of Data, Digital Divide,
Derived Right, Fundamental Right
Background of study
Bird (1992, 1989), Krugman, Alm, Collins and Remolina (1992), Richupan (1984)
have warned that “studies from different developing countries indicate that it is not
uncommon for half or more of the potential tax revenues to remain uncollected.” The ‘Tax
gap’ consists of taxes that were legally due but not paid by the tax payers as a result of noncompliance. Potential tax collections require tax payers to fully comply with the tax laws.
The actual tax collection in the box relates to the amount of tax revenue collected out of
voluntary compliance and through enforcement measures. Incoherence in tax policy and tax
structure precipitate tax gap.
The severity rises with the deficiency in tax administration. Badly organized or
unnecessarily complicated tax structure impedes the operating efficiency of the tax
administration while simple and transparent tax structure may make it much easier. The tax
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law sets the standards and conditions of the tax administration. It is generally known that tax
laws and tax policy are as good as is the tax administration.
The Tax Gap

Box No. 1
Tax policy framed without calibration and detailed analysis of historical evolution of
taxation system, without scanning of the current needs and its future consequences is sure to
have adverse impact on the growth of economy. A tax policy frame befitting to both the
micro and macro environment is always good. For states’ economy, it is desirable to meet
the impeding crises in revenue with minimal distortion of allocation of resources to the stake
-holders and for public welfare measure. In macro scenario, it needs to open a platform to
meet the international competition by facilitating free trade practices across the globe not
ignoring the tax policies and tax structure of different countries. We require harmonization
of tax policy, tax structure and classification of goods and services for growth and to avoid
unnecessary restrictions on flow of goods and services at international, national and subnational levels. After globalization, free trade practices have been advocated, adopted and
pressurised to meet the demands of the market economy.
Restructuring of legal and regulatory framework is challenging, but essential to ensure
augmentation of tax revenue by way of voluntary compliance, and to facilitate
administration of tax revenue at very low compliance cost keeping tax payer’s confidence
intact. The tax system can’t compromise with equity, fairness neutrality, simplicity,
transparency and certainty. To provide level playing field at macro level we need to
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constantly evolve and maintain a structured collection mechanism, enforcement mechanism,
good taxpayer services, and importantly reducing corruption to match the tax scenario at
macro level. Tax policy administrated being devoid of the factors discussed as above
undoubtedly are the reasons for the tax gap. The second component responsible for the tax
gap is the inefficiency and ineffective tax administration. The State Revenue Service,
National Tax Board. Tax Administration Reform strategy Riga, 2004 report puts tax
administration is a set of interrelated process with the purpose of ensuring a complete timely
and fair collection of revenue from taxes and duties pursuant to the tax laws comprising
recording of tax payers, accounting for tax revenue claiming of outstanding tax payments
and provision of advice to tax payers.
Bijagovic Predrag, Institute of Public Finance Zagreb in his paper “Improving the Tax
Administration in Transition Countries” found that tax administration with skilled and
responsible staff is almost important precondition for realization of “tax potential” of the
State. Jenkins (1991) has emphasized that the tax system can never work better than its tax
administration and ambitious tax reforms have failed because of the inefficient tax
administration. Jenkins (1994) has correctly pointed out that there is no good tax policy
without efficient tax administration. Also, it is desirable to appreciate that tax administration

is dynamic in nature and needs to keep pace with changing environment by way of ensuring
almost daily improvements in methods of its management. Ott Katarina in his paper “Tax
Administration Reform in Transition: The case of Croatia” (occasional paper No. 5, April
1998) emphasized that the main task of tax administration may be to achieve effectiveness
(high level of compliance with minimal distortion) and efficiency to make administrative
costs per unit of tax revenue as small as possible. The main goal of administration should
adhere to co-ordinate effectiveness and efficiency to reduce the tax gap. Tax administration
without adequate resources in terms of manpower infrastructure, an appropriate organization
structure, well equipped information system, a system of penalties for non complying tax

payers, system to prevent or punish tax avoidance, preventing or punishing incorrect tax
base reporting by filers, strengthened system for recovering taxes due but not paid
voluntarily by tax payers, proper care to provide tax payer services to enhance compliance,
effective auditing on the basis of risk analysis and management value judgment method may
lead to an inefficient and ineffective administration to acquire a large gap. Tax policy and
tax structure support the administration but administration devoid of resources as above may
impede the legislative intention and may not be able to hit the desired yield in revenue or to
meet the social welfare. Experience reveals that the extent of tax gap is directly proportional
to the efficiency and effectiveness of the administration and that very efficient
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administration causes the least ‘Tax gap’.
Objective of the Study
The present study comprise of how theoretically the ‘tax gap’ is realized and the
design of the tax policy and tax administration to narrowing tax gap.
Effects of Tax Gap
In view of the utmost importance of the tax revenue collection for the economic and
social welfare of a state, it is inevitable to study the extent of the ‘tax gap’ to set realistic and
focused approach for narrowing the same to save misallocation of resources in the economy
of a state.The tax base erosion causes a variety of fiscal effects and is particularly critical in
the context of substantial budget deficit (Tanzi 1991). Both horizontal and vertical equity
suffer since the effective tax rates faced by individuals differ because of different
opportunities for tax evasion (Alm, Bahl & Murray, 1991, Cowell, 1992, Slemrod & Bakija,
1998). The expanding underground economic activities are often the other face of tax
evasion, may affect implementation and outcomes of economic policies (Cowell, 1990,
Tanzi, 2000). Finally, evasion and citizen’s disrespect for the tax laws may go together with
disrespect for other laws and thus contribute to undermine the legitimacy of government
(Graetz, Reinganum & Wilde, 1986). Fieldstad , Helge, Bergen, Norway in their paper “Tax

Evasion and Fiscal Corruption”, “Essays on compliance and tax administration practices in
East and South Africa” July 2006 found that corruption and tax evasion seem to take place
in practically every country in the World and is considered as a potential problem
everywhere which hit the developing countries the hardest. The fiscal pressure on reading of
the performance of certain economic indicators as suggested in “Diagnostic Framework for
revenue Administration’ (Gill, Jit B.S. 2000) may well make conscious of the extent of the
tax gap.
Indicators to Judge Tax Administration

Brondolo John, Silvani Carlos, Borgne Le Eric and Bosch Franck in their IMF
working paper WP/08/129 “Tax Administration Reform and Fiscal Adjustment: The case of
Indonesia (2001-07) put eight important indicators to judge tax administration. They are (i)
total tax revenue/GDP to get a sense of the fiscal pressure and the relative effectiveness of
the revenue administration, (ii) actual tax revenue/tax revenue estimated in the budget to
find out the extent to which revenue administration is able to meet the revenue targets set in
the budget, (iii) tax revenue gap to estimate the potential tax revenue under the current tax
policy ,(iv) amount of tax revenue p aid voluntarily/ total tax revenue collected to judge
effectiveness of the tax administration, (v) additional tax revenue collected / the number of
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declarations audited indicating the degree of success of the revenue administration in
detecting concealment of tax liabilities, and therefore, its ability to enforce the tax laws, (vi)
amount of tax revenue arrears collected / total tax revenue arrears to measure the
effectiveness of the revenue administration in recovering overdue revenues, (vii) cost of
collection to provide an indication of the efficiency with which the tax administration is
deploying its resources to collect taxes and (viii) client perceptions i.e. perceptions of
taxpayers, traders, brokers, lawyers, and accountants, as reflected in periodic surveys, about
the integrity, trustworthiness, fairness, helpfulness and efficiency of revenue administration.
Narrowing the Tax Gap
Reducing the tax gap is critical to put individuals and business on a level playing field.
If left unchecked, this will ultimately force the honest tax payers to either evade their tax
burdens, or possibly go out of business. Either way, the clear loser is both the Government
and the States citizens through the loss on tax revenue caused by either course of action.
Narrowing the tax gap is a critical step towards improving state’s governance. The tax gap
can be narrowed by reformation of the tax structure and tax revenue administration.
Diagnosis is in itself an important exercise on the basis of estimated data and sampling
techniques. Methodologies for estimating VAT gap as described by Aguirre and Shome

(1987) Shilvani and Brondolo (1993). Marks (2005) are still important for VAT gap
calculation. The formulation for estimation of the tax gaps adheres to the calculation of
Final base consumption = Nominal GDP + imports – exports and involving the following
steps based on GDP decomposition. Carlos Silvani and Katherine Baer (1997) have pointed
out that a methodology for estimating the income tax gap is presented in the “Tax gap
briefing”, us Internal Revenue Service Research Division (1993).
Restructuring of the Tax Policy and Tax Structure
The key precondition for efficient tax administration is a tax structure with minimizing

distortions, strictly tax exemptions and elimination of the differences in tax treatment of
particular parts of the economy. Effective tax administration in a market economy is based
on voluntary compliance by a large number of decentralized tax payers. Tax administration
reforms were inevitable in the transition of market economy along with privatization,
liberalization of prices and the restricting of the government in the economy and all other
necessary activities to develop a modern tax system, (Chu and Schwartz, 1994).
Adhoc taxes or patches in tax system may meet a short term requirement of revenues
by increase of tax rates or bringing additional no. of items into the tax fold but it is
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inefficient to create a long term impact on growth of revenue. It is useful to think of the
problem of taxation in three levels, (i) Architecture (Design of the legal framework), (ii)
Engineering (Organizational Structure and operating rules), (iii) Management (Tax
administrators function). A good tax structure could prove to be a great help in securing
against corruption and cheating. Prof. Bird Richard M. in his paper “International
Administrative Dimensions of Tax Reforms” in Asia Pacific Bulletin March, 2004 found
that people comply with tax laws so long as they feel that non compliance may cost much
more if evasion is detected. The tax structure needs to embody a deterrent penal system for
non-compliers and less complier to tax. The following have been regarded as the
fundamental basis of successful tax policy reforms. (i) Reducing the tax system’s
complexity (ii) Encouraging tax payer’s voluntary compliance (iii) Differentiating the
treatment of tax payer’s by their revenue potential (iv) Ensuring the reforms effective
management. As every modern tax reform has regarded voluntary compliance is the best
means of augmenting tax revenue, which entails, to foster voluntary compliance, the State
must facilitate conditions for (a) Equal implementation of laws for all, (b) Independence of
courts, (c) a cheap, quick and easily accessible system of complains for everybody and (d)
strong feeling of citizen’s civic duty.

Fairness of the System and Tax Administration
Good tax policy planning involves economists, lawyers, administrators and adequate
discussion with taxpayer, tax practitioners and agents. Distrust in government is very
disruptive for tax compliance. Under no case the state can be perceived to be corrupt and
wasteful. Andic (1994) claims that special services for help, information and education
increase tax payer’s trust in the tax system. Information system may comprise through
media publications and telephone system, systematic, simple and understandable literature
on tax system, allowances, and detailed instructions on completing and filing of tax returns
are imperative together with direct help provided in completing tax returns. The tax system

with minimum distortion, an efficient and control mechanism capable of achieving
maximum revenue, a regular check on penalization and adequate publicity incase of stricter
penalties, economical and fair public expenditure, just taxes and fair, client friendly tax
administration could always prove better. A tax system with few tax rates, a limited no of
rates for each tax, limited exemption, and a broad base has proven, in the context of many
developing countries, to be much easier to administrator and to result in higher compliance
levels than a complex tax system. To maintain high level of effectiveness given constant
changes in the economy, the tax system and the tax payer community, tax administrators
need to review periodically the strategy that is being followed. The steps for restructuring
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the tax structure need to include respect to functional principle (Collecting, Recording,
Auditing, Enforcement) according to (a) the type of tax payers, (b) the type of taxes and (c)
type of enterprise in the economy. Bahl and Martinez – Vazquiz (1992) using Jamaica have
stressed upon that there is no reason to reform the tax administration without simultaneously
reforming the tax structure. The key components of effective tax policy to narrow the tax
gap may be broadly summarized as below.
Effective Tax System

Box No. 2
Tax and customs administration reform projects in recent years sought to (i) improve
the organization and management of revenue administration; (ii) strengthen the legal and
regulatory framework; (iii) broaden the tax base by registering potential taxpayers; (iv)
facilitate voluntary compliance; (v) improve capacity to process the massive information
flows resulting from declarations filed by tax payers, payment transactions and
administrative actions, (vi) enhance availability of information about taxable transactions
from third parties; (vii) develop risk-analysis capacity to zero in one cases involving
potential violations of tax laws; (viii) Strengthen investigation, audit and enforcement
capacity; (ix) improve appellate procedures; (x) enhance analytical ability to carry out fiscal
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studies to assess tax burdens, collection trends, compliance gaps and impact of tax policy
changes; and (xi) reduce corruption.
Many reforms of tax have recently embraced multilayer programmatic affricatives to
reform involving reorganization of their tax administrations along functional and tax payer
segment lines, reengineering of business process, and effective utilization of new
opportunities in information and communication technology. These programmatic reformers
are also bench marking and monitoring their own performances as a tool for improved
managerial effectiveness. A functional organization provides a strategic element of cross
checking among staff, so that work performed by one function, such as collection and
enforcement, acts as a control on other operations, such as auditing and accounting to reduce
compliance burden on tax payers.
An overview of some recent reforms is summarisingly sketched below:

Box No. 3

Box No. 4
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The Herberger tax model (HT) draws more on practical experience, presses more on
design of tax policy, administrative capability equally as efficiency (and distribution
weights). The principal concern, according to this approach, is not to design a system that
will be optimal, but emphasize the system that will minimize tax-induced distortion and at
the same time be administratively feasible and politically acceptable. In fact, Herberger
suggests that tax reforms should pay less attention to the economic methodology and more
to best practical experiences. The OT model (Optimal tax) model (Ahmed and Stern 1991)
is satisfactory in terms of its theoretical soundness, but has been found to be impractical in
its applications. Besides the trade off between efficiency and equity in tax policy, the
information and administration costs of designing an optimal tax model have been found to
be prohibitive and, therefore, as a practical guide to tax policy thus have not been useful.
The third is the supply side tax model (SST). The model emphasizes the need to reduce the
role of the state. The proponents of this model emphasize the need to broaden the base with
minimal exemptions and preference and to have low marginal tax rates.
The recent reform approaches combine elements of all three models sketched above.
This incorporates both theory and past reform experiences and takes into account
administrative, political and information constraints in designing and implementing reforms.

The thrust of this approach is to enhance the revenue productivity of the tax system while
minimizing relative price distortions. The best practice approach has attempted to make the
tax system comprehensive, simple and transparent. It aims at to broaden tax base, reduce the
tax rates and lower the rate differentiation both in direct and indirect taxes (Rao Gobinda,
2000).
Narrowing the ‘Tax Gap’ through Effective Tax Revenue Administration
Tax administration reform has been part of a broader fiscal reform effort aimed at
restoring macroeconomic stability and restructuring tax systems so that taxes are more

efficient, less distortionary of market forces and easier to administrator. Kaldor (1980) has
stressed that efficiency of a tax system is not determined only by appropriate legal
regulation but also by the efficiency and integrity of tax administration. The administration
in developing and developed countries faces different degree of challenge in modernizing
tax administration. They need to be understand realistically, periodic reforms need to be
initiated, so that it can operate in an increasingly global economy characterized by difficult
to tax sectors and by sophisticated Computer and Communication technology. Experience
has shown that a reform strategy over the long term is required to significantly increase the
effectiveness of the tax administration’s operations. Short term measures to remedy tax
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evasion rarely bring out substantial changes in growth of revenue. Effective tax
administration requires establishing an environment in which citizens are induced to comply
with tax laws voluntarily.
Voluntary compliance is the timely filing and reporting of required tax information,
the correct self assessment of taxes owed, and the timely payment of those taxes without
enforcement action. Due to limited resources, no tax administration can play a policeman for
every potential tax payer. Partly, for this reason tax systems all over the world have over the
years tended to move toward a regime in which tax payers themselves determine and report,
i.e. self assess their tax liability and pay the amounts due without prodding from tax
authorities. Therefore, it has been a 3broadly accepted principle tax administration is that the
ultimate goal of any tax administration is to promote voluntary compliance which may be
encouraged if the tax administration is successful in making the tax payer community
realize that non compliance will be detected and effectively punished. Thus, management of
tax administration is the art of achieving a proper balance between service to tax payer and
enforcement of the tax laws and regulations to promote voluntary compliance.
The main obstacles that prevent voluntary compliance may be broadly summarized as

(i) Perceived inequity of the tax system; (ii) Complexity of tax laws; (iii) Lack of fairness of
the penalty system; (iv) Weak taxpayer education program; (v) Low levels of integrity and
professionalism of tax administration staff ; (vi) Impartiality of appeal process. Tax
administration must develop mechanism to abrogate the hindering factors discussed as
above for encouraging voluntary compliance. Maore(2004), Gloppan and Raknr (2002) have
advocated building a new social contract to promote voluntary compliance relationship
between citizen and Government based on transparency, answerability and controllability.
Tax administration is to continuously adjust their organization and procedures to meet

the challenges posed by growing number of tax payers in the service sector, the
globalization of trade and capital flows, and evolution in computer and communication
technology. Tax administration may be viewed as a production process where the inputs
consists of men, materials and information and output consists of tax payers equity and
revenue to government.
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Figure 1: The Congruence Model

The ‘Congruence Model’ given in the Diagnostic Frame work for revenue administration
(Gill Jit B.S. 2000) emphasizes that tax administration is an open system consisting of an
inter related set of components that interacts with its environment. The model takes into
account environment, as one of the inputs along with other elements like Resources, History
and Strategy which are being fed to the transformation process consisting of the
Environment, Individual, and the informal organization to derive out outputs in the
organizational level, unit level and individual level too as illustrated below.
Study of the environment around tax administration is vitally necessary to immune
from the constraints those impinge on the tax administration to develop needful strategies to
overcome those. Tax administration without tangible resources like skilled officials to
administrator, budgetary allocations, IT systems and infrastructure like buildings, vehicles,
office equipment, communication systems and intangible resources like legal authority
granted to the revenue administration for administrating tax laws, the perception of tax
payers about fairness, transparency, integrity and enforcement capacity, honesty, morale and
commitment by employees would likely to impose serious constraints in managing

voluntary compliance and continuing tax evasion. The Model below outlines the encircling
dependence of revenue administration on the factors negotiated below in the diagram.

Figure 2: The Revenue Administration
Environment
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It is also necessary to have deep study of the recent history of tax administration to
gauze the extent of failure and success, the results may likely pave the way for a successful
reform strategy further to improve the system of administration. The ‘strategy’ of the
revenue administration consisting of the vision, key result areas, performance objectives and
operational strategies to achieve performance objectives be set and updated each time to
cope up with the changing pace of the administration needed. Tax administration must select
strategies and set out administrative rules to counter each type of non compliance by
different groups of tax payers e.g. by requiring new or non-filing potential tax payers to file,
preventing or punishing tax avoidance, preventing or punishing incorrect tax base reporting
by filers, recovering taxes due but not paid voluntarily by tax payers and imposing penalties
when required and preventing or removing further resource allocations by tax payers in the
face of administrative action.
The strategic principles need to be adopted by the tax administration for enhancement
of tax compliance and augmentation of tax revenue chalked out from the key success points
of different tax administrations can be shared in the next page. Apart from fourteen factors
others essential ingredients of good governance for augmenting voluntary compliance to tax
require formal organizational arrangements. They need to emphasize (a) governance

arrangement, (b) the institutional framework consisting of formal laws, (c) the organization
structure, job designing, monitoring reporting, coordination and control, (d) business
processes, (e) information systems, (f) allocation of resources and workloads to different
tasks, (g) the physical work environment. The model shared below is influenced by analysis
and thoughts of Camilleri Emanuel Dr. D.G. in 2007.
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Informal organizational activities consisting of values, processes, patterns of
relationships within and between groups, communication channels, influence mechanisms
and role models also play vital roles in tax governance. Individuals and institutions like tax
officials, lawyers, auditors, inspectors, IT professionals, tax payer service staffs and clerks
have all their key roles in successful governance that the tax administration should keep in
mind. Bird and Zott (2007) have emphasized that increasingly technology approaches offer
promising paths in many developing countries while facilitating tax administration.
Automation of revenue administration system in indirect taxes facilitates both voluntary
compliance and enforced collection.
Components of Automation for Effective Governance of Tax Laws

We require to strengthen the system of evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of the
tax administration in areas of operations especially fixing targeted parameters of evaluation
so that focused attention can be given to any such weaker performance for remedy and to
gain the confidence of the tax payers. Taxation research seems to be key component here.
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It has been brought out by Carey Riyan T. while discussing in his paper about Tax gap
versus good governance. A Tax gap and tax administration paper analyzed tax gap of 25

countries and grouped levels of compliance into four buckets. Very effective tax
administrations with tax gap of ten percent or lower are found in Denmark and New
Zealand, ten to twenty percent range in Canada, the US and Chile. The majority of countries
experienced tax gap of twenty to forty percent. The fourth category had highly ineffective
administrations and experienced tax gaps in excess of forty percent. In twenty percent or
more categories have in common (i) weak management of tax administration organization,
(ii) poorly qualified and trained staff, (iii) failure to implement measures that reduce non
compliance and failure to use available information to control noncompliance, (iv) weak
collection enforcement, (v) corrupt practices.
Recommendations
1. Revenue administration analysis is required to be made on the indicators in a
continuous manner to evaluate the work performance.
2. Enhancing taxpayer service: An important aim is to promote a service-oriented
mind set that is focused towards enabling voluntary compliance and the reduction of
involuntary errors. The taxpayer service to the business community, particularly to the
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), is to be a quality value added services so as to have a

positive effect in real terms on their entrepreneurship capabilities and hence be an important
source for the creation of wealth and jobs.
Given the continuous updating of tax administration legislation the need is felt to
provide taxpayers with assistance, and clear and accurate information. This is best achieved
by assessing the needs and preferences of taxpayers by business sectors and size, and a
decision model developed to prioritize service initiatives. A major aim is to provide an
effective seamless customer service. All countries shift towards a functional model, they are
able to provide tax payer services by providing a single point access for tax payer inquiries,
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a common registration function and system with unique identification number for each tax
payer, a single accounting framework, possibly integrated, enforced collection and audit
across taxes, dedicated information processing operation and common support functions
such as human resources, ICT and training.
Table 1: Main Tasks of Revenue Administration Requiring Analysis
ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT TASKS
Strategy and policy formulation

Tasks Common to Tax
Administration
Registration of Taxpayers

Planning budgeting resources
allocation.

Taxpayer Services

Special Tasks of Tax
Administration
Trade Facilitation

Taxpayer education
Taxpayer assistance.
Facilitation of voluntary
compliance

Monitoring and evaluation

Processing of Declarations and
Payments

Coordination

Monitoring of tax withholders
and collection agents

Financial Management

Collection of information about
taxable transactions.
Collection of information from
third parties.
Intelligence Operations.
Search and seizure and survey
operations to obtain
incriminating evidence.
Risk analysis and selection of
cases for audit and
investigation.
Audit and Investigation

Personnel Management

Recovery of Tax Arrears
Legal and Judicial Matters:

Risk analysis and selection of cases
for physical inspection.

Legislation
Information Technology

Appeals

Management

Prosecution

Asset Management

Fiscal studies

Internal Control

Anti-Corruption
External Relation

3. Increasing audit effectiveness and prevention of tax evasion: Along with tax audit
function, risk analysis module need be developed basing on fraud, evasion parameters to
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rank potential defaulters of tax payment. Information gathered from public, audits, news
sources from complains and their tax payment behavior is crucial here. As Baer noted “It is
widely recognized that tax payers perception of the probability of being audited strongly
determines their degree of compliance.” Following international standard of auditing report
prompt action for imposing penalty and their realization is essential to set right the erring
tax payer. It is always good to have fewer exemptions, deduction and allowances in the
taxation system. Control and supervision system especially on largest enterprises is better.
The penalty system may be regularly examined and adequate publicity given to any penalty
increase. The tax administration is required do its best to influence cutting down wasteful,
unjustifiable or unfair public expenditure. Impartiality of the tax administration, focus on tax
payers, special ID tax payer’s numbers is very essential in preventing tax evasion. Regular
assessment and monitoring of tax evasion is necessary.
4. Continuing progress in the use of ICT (Information Communication technology):
The application of business process management principles are to be heavily used in
designing improved process that optimize the use of electronic technology and eliminate
processes that do not contribute towards optimizing tax revenue and service to tax payers.
Aim of effective organizational model can be achieved by implementing information

resource management concepts through strategic data sharing principles. This has potential
for greater flexibility in the management and utilization of human resources. This helps to
serve the essential objective of reduction in tax payer’s compliance costs and also tax
administration cost. Brondolo John, Silvani Carlos, Borgne Le Eric and Bosch Franck also
favoured the extensive use of ICT may thus be viewed as providing the tax administration
with better tools to improve compliance through early detection, better case selection, and
better case management. Also, ICT may be seen as a major tool for reducing the compliance
costs for tax payers and increasing the service potential to them. The implementation of
information resource management concepts, particularly having wider scope for tax payer’s

profile through data sharing and data warehousing allows the tax administration to prevent,
detect and remedy non-compliance. The implementation of these concepts can be applied to
those who would be declared from non-compliant behaviour as a consequence of a more
visible tax enforcement presence.
Conclusion
It may be concluded that tax policy, tax design and tax administration are equal in
important for narrowing the tax gap. All these three are essential ingredients of an effective
and efficient taxation system with clear vision, mission and on adoption of objective
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oriented strategy, tax revenue can be augmented with objective focus on good governance
in tax administration. Any strong enactment of rules and regulations can not deliver high
level of revenue compliance if effective and efficient administration is not ensured. As tax
system could be compared with a production process, for optimal output, the need of
analysis of root cause of weakness in taxation administration requires analysis. Required
strategy formulation, development of process mechanism and a continuous review of
performances and administrative measures to while away failures are the essential
ingredients to substantiate the tax administration system as effective and efficient. Which on
the other hand can reduce the ‘tax gap’ to the minimum if not eliminated altogether?
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ABSTRACT
The Persian language and literature flourished in India in the Mughal period specially
during the period of Akbar when Maktabkhana or the “house of translation” was
established, and the courtiers was assigned the works of translation from Sanskrit to
Persian. Poet laureate Faizi who was one of the distinguished poets of Akbar’s court,
translated the story of Nala and Damayanti from Mahabharata and produced a masterpiece
Masanawi Nal Daman on Indian theme for the first time in Indo – Persian literature. It had
changed the tradition of Masanawi narration in India. Many poets from Faizi’s
contemporary time and even later periods i.e. poets from the reign of Jahangir, Shahjahan
and Aurangzeb also followed the tradition of translating Indian stories in Persian
Masanawis. This paper attempts to discover about the Masanawi of Nal – Daman and its
impact on the later poets of Indo – Persian literature.
Keywords: Masanawi, Indo – Persian literature, Poet, Sanskrit, Persian
Introduction
The Sanskrit and Persian languages belong to the Indo – European family and both are
considered as sister languages. Similarly, the relation between the literatures of both the
languages also started age ago.

The first known translation of Indian text in Persian

language started during the 6th century CE. It was the translation of a Sanskrit text named
Panchtantra, a collection of fable stories by Vishnu Sharma into Pahlavi or middle Persian.

A Persian physician named Burzoya rendered the Panchtantra in Pahlavi by the name
Kartak-wa-Damnak. The same was translated in Arabic by Abd-Allah Ibn al Muqaffa by the
name of Kalila wa Dimnah in 8th century and this Arabic version was rendered in modern
Persian. Later many Sanskrit texts were rendered in Persian like Tibbe-i-Sikandari which is
a translation of a medical book titled Mahavaidyak in the reign of Sikandar Lodi, Tutinama,
a collection of 52 stories by Ziya’al Din Nakshabi from the Sanskrit book Sukasptati which
is a collection of 72 stories narrated by a parrot to its owner lady in the 14th century and
many more. Emperor Akbar during his reign established ‘Maktabkhana’ (house of
translation) in 1570s and appointed his courtiers like Naqib Khan, Badayuni, Abul Fazl,
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Abul Faiz Faizi, Mulla Shiri etc. for the translation of Sanskrit texts in Persian. At this time
many religious, philosophical, medical, arithmetical, literary and Indian folk stories were
translated in Persian like the Indian Epics : the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, Bhagawat
Gita, Harivamsa, Atharva Veda, collection of 32 Indian folk stories Singhasan Batisi as
Namah-i-Khirad Afza by Badayuni, arithmetical book Lilawati of Bhaskaracharya and the
story of Nala and Damayanti as Nal-Daman by Abul Faizi, translation of Panchtantra by
Abul Fazl as Iyar-i- Danish and significantly more. Similarly the ancient Indian story of Nal
and Damayanti was also translated in Persian by Faizi, who gave it the name Nal-Daman
during the reign of Emperor Akbar. Faizi used the name Daman instead of Damayanti due to
rhythm and meters and that is why he chose the title as Nal Daman.
Details
The Mughal poet laureate Shaikh Abul Faiz Ibn Mubarak commonly known as Faizi
or Fayyazi was the first poet who translated this story in Persian as Nal Daman. The story is
of the king of Ujjain, named Nala and princess Daman from Bidar region of Deccan. Faizi
wished to compose five Masanawis in imitation of Nizami Ganjavi’s Khamsa but
unfortunately, he could only complete two Masnawis. The first Masanawi of the Khamsa
was Markaz-i- Adwar and Nal Daman was the second Masanawi which he completed in five

months in 1594 (1003 AH). The Masnawi contains around four thousand verses.
Well known historians Muzaffar Alam and Sanjay Subrahmanyam writes in their
article “Faizi’s Nal Daman and Its Long Afterlife” and also translated the couplet of Nal
Daman which states that the emperor Akbar called upon his poet laureate faizi and asked
him “Faizi why, as the poet – magician of the court, the flute of his pen did not produce a
poetic fire and cast a new magic spell? In short, why instead of addressing the staple
question of love in general, did the poet not turn to the specifics of ‘love as it happened in
India’(dar Hind za ishq sar guzashti ast)? ” After this he translated this Indic romantic story

at the instance of the Emperor Akbar.
The love story of Nala and Damayanti appeared in the Vana Parva of the Indian epic
Mahabharata by Vyasa as Nalopakhyana or the Episode of Nala. The story of the king Nala
from Naishadha and princess Damayanti of Vidarbha was told by the saint/ great Rishi
Brihadaswa to Yudhishthra, eldest among the Pandvas. In Mahabharata version of Nala is
the king of Naisadha and Damayanti as the princess of Vidarbha, while Faizi mentioned in
his version that Nala is the king of Ujjain and Daman is the princess of Bidar. When the
Pandvas lost everything in the game of dice and Yudhishthra kept saying that none was ill-
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fated like him and then saint Brihadaswa told the story of Nala and Damayanti to him. Nala
and Damayanti who were famous for their beauty and wisdom and when they heard about
each other’s beauty, both fell in love with each other. Later they both got married in
Swayamwara organised by Damayanti’s father after facing the hurdles created by Gods
(Varuna, Indra, Agni and Yama). Faizi did not mention the name of the Gods but he
mentioned the Gods as Parizadan. After getting married they left for the kingdom of Nala
and there Nala lost his everything to his brother in a game of dice. After that Nala was sent
to the exile in jungle and Damayanti also accompanied him. They both faced many
difficulties; therefore Nala thought that he should leave Damayanti alone so that she can
reach to her father’s house safe. In one night he left her alone in the jungle. She faced lot of
challenges on her way to her father’s house but finally reached there safely.
On the other side, Nala was bitten by a snake in the jungle and due to this he was
converted into a dark dwarf man. He took the name Bahuka and reached to the kingdom of
Rituparna, who was the king of Ayodhya. There he got the job of a chariot driver.
Damayanti asked her servants to find regarding the whereabouts of Nala. Later Damayanti
received information about Bahuka and his skills of a chariot driver. Then, she called for
another swayamwara and sent invitation to all the kings including Rituparna. Rituparna also

decided to participate in the swayamwara and Bahuka drove his chariot to Bidar. When
Damayanti saw Bhauka, she recognised him and later they both united again. Following
this, Nala went to his kingdom and again won it in the game of dice from his brother. After
this, they both lived happily with their children and prosperously ruled the kingdom. The
Sanskrit story ends here. The Masanawi Nal- Daman at some points is different from the
original story and Faizi made a little addition to this and after many years living happily,
Nala started living ascetic life and when he died, Damayanti also sat on pyre with her
husband and became a Sati. Probably Faizi added this addition from his contemporary time.

The story of Nala and Damayanti from Mahabharata gained much fame and was
rendered into many Indian and foreign languages like Gujarati, Hindi, Assamese, Bengali,
English, Italian, German, French, Persian etc. When, it was translated in Persian, the
Masnawi got the popularity in India and abroad due to its poetic style and different theme
than the previous Masanawis in Indo Persian literature. Mulla Abdul Qadir Badayuni who
was a critic of the poet’s personal life but could not stop himself to appreciate the poetic
style of Nal Daman. As a result of its fame and monumental appreciation, many copies of it
were made and as a result several manuscripts are located in different libraries and museums
like the manuscript which is reported/located in the Department of Archaeology, Karachi,
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Pakistan is said to have the copy prepared for the library of Emperor Akbar and the
manuscripts kept at Victoria Memorial, Calcutta has 31 illustrations of Murshidabad School.
The Masanawi Nal Daman was finally printed in 1831 in Calcutta and in 1877 in Lucknow
which also come under the category of rare books.
Before composing Nal Daman mainly Masnawis were composed on the romantic
stories of Layli-Majnun, Khusrow - Shirin and Yusuf-Zuleikha. Amir Khusrow was the first
poet who composed a Masnawi on an Indian story of Deval Rani and Khizr Khan. But the
Masnawi Nal Daman changed the tradition of the Masnawi writing in India. It played a
significant role in Indo – Persian literature and after this; many poets composed the
Masnawis on Indian themes. Renowned epigraphist Z. A. Desai writes that due to its fame
later poets started writing on Indian and Non – Muslim themes. Faizi’s contemporary poet
Nau’-i- Khubushani composed a Masnawi on an Indian theme and named it Suz-u-Gudaz.
He wrote the Masnawi at the instance of Prince Daniyal, third son of Akbar. As per the
sources it was completed before 1605 CE, exact date of the completion of it is not known. It
is a story of a Hindu girl who became Sati in the love of her husband. The story of Nal –
Daman again composed by poet Jayasukh Lal Zirak and who named it ‘Hans Jawahir’ or
‘Nal Daman-i-Thani’ in the 17th century.
Similarly Padmawat which was written by sufi poet Malik Mohammd Jayasi in
Awadhi language and in Persian Nastali’q script in the 16th century. During the reign of
Jahangir in 1618 CE, Mulla Abdul Shakur Bazmi composed it in Persian by the name of Rat
Padam. The Masnawi Padmawat narrates the story of King Ratan Sen of Chittor and Queen
Padmavati of Singhal Kingdom. Later during the reign of Aurangzeb, Mir Askari Razi or
Aqil Khan Razi translated it in the Persian language by the name of Shama wa Parwanah.
Apart from him many Indo – Persian poet composed the Masnawi Padmawat like Govind
Rai Munshi, Hasan Ghazanah. Anand Ram Mukhlis, a famous poet of 17-18th century and

who lived during the Muhammad Shah’s reign, composed the story of Kunwar Sundar Sain
and Queen Chandra Prabha and titled it Hangama-i-Ishq. He wrote it in prose in 1739 CE
and later he composed the same in poetry in 1743 CE.
Mir Askari Razi or Aqil Khan Razi also translated the story of Manohar and
Madhumalti in 1655 CE. Originally the story was composed in Hindawi by Shaikh Mir
Sayyid Manjhan Rajgiri in 1545 CE. The story is about the prince Manohar of Kanesar and
princess Madhumalti of Maharas city. Aqil Khan Razi named this Masnawi Mehr u Mah.
The Punjabi and Sindhi literature have many romantic tragic stories like Heer- Ranjha,
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Mirza- Sahiban, Sohni Mahiwal and Sassi- Punnun of Punjab which were written originally
in Punjabi and Sindhi. These stories were rendered into Persian language in 18th and 19th
century.
The story of Heer- Ranjha is about the tragic love story of a beautiful lady Heer of Sial
family from Punjab and of a handsome man Ranjha of Ranjha tribe of Punjab. The story
was rendered into Persian by a poet Hayat Jan Baqi Kulabi during the reign of Akbar in a
Masnawi and named it Hir wa Ranjha. Later the same story was written in Persian by many
poets like Naz u Niyaz by Shah Faqirullah Afrin Lahori and Hir Nameh by Munshi Sewak
Ram and many more. Another romantic story of Punjabi Sohni Mahiwal was also translated
in Persian by Ata Muhammad Zirak Kalanuri in the 19th century and named it Arzhang-ichin. The story is about a potter’s girl Sohni from Gujrat, Punjab and Prince Izzat Baig from
Bukhara. One more popular romantic story of that time, Mirza- Sahiban which is about the
love story of Mirza and Sahiban of Sial, Punjab. The story was translated in Persian by a
poet Taskin in the early 18th century. The fourth famous love story of Sindh, Punjab is
about Sassi daughter of Raja of Bhambore and Mir Punnhun Khan of Makran, Balochistan
was translated first in Persian in the mid 17th century. Haji Muhammad translated it and
called the Masnawi Ziba-u-Nigar. Another poets like Ghuncha-i-Ummid by Wahiduddin

Batalawi, Sassi Punun by Jasawant Rai and same by Pir Farh Bakhsh Farhat.
Conclusion
Thus, we can say that the Masanawi Nal- Daman by Faizi is one of the best
Masanawis of Indo – Persian literature which played an important role in Masanawi
narration on Indian themes. The tradition was followed till 19th century. In late 19th century
and 20th century, these Persian works again translated in Hindi and Urdu for example
Munshi Bhagawant Rai Rahat Kakorwi composed Nal – Daman Hindi in the 19th century.
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Predicament of Informal and Migrant Workers during COVID-19
Pandemic in India: Way out and Alternatives for Mitigation
Debabrat Patra
Associate Director
ActionAid
Bhubaneswar, Odisha
ABSTRACT
This article explores the predicament of the informal and migrant workers during COVID19
pandemic in India in 2020-2021. The article is based on the extensive field surveys carried
out by author and also draws on the existing studies on the subject. COVID pandemic
exposed the precarious condition of the migrant and informal workers. The situation could
have been avoided with proper planning by government and civil society. These workers
suffered losses of livelihoods (78%) and incurred debts to meet their needs. Nearly 80% of
these workers were unemployed during the lockdown. Although the unemployment reduced
by 50% people remained underemployed and getting lesser work and wages. Among the
social security schemes, free rations were the source of sustenance. The situation worsened
with the coming of natural disasters in 2020 and 2021. There is need for a comprehensive
plan to tackle this situation to avoid any repetition of this. This means we have to ensure
land, livelihood and social security of these workers. Skill building trainings, encouraging
self-employment is absolutely essential. Also we need to facilitate safe migration and ensure
workers are safe at their worksites. Lastly, we need to provide special support for the
disaster affected states.
Keywords: Informal Workers, Migrants, Disaster, Social Security, Livelihood, Wages
Predicament of migrant and informal workers
The distressing footages of lakhs of migrant workers stranded and walking back to
their villages which were flashed in media still concern many of us. There were several
casualties in the entire process but the main learnings from this crisis is perhaps still going
unnoticed as this news is no longer in the media. And the migrants have started returning to
their workplaces without the registration and without safeguards which led them to such
crisis few months before.
While it is a question of very survival for many of the migrants, the government at
large and CSOs should rise to the occasion to ensure no repetition of the crisis. This time
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almost all were taken aback by the crisis. Government later extended support of transport
and food grains to the migrants. But this was largely inadequate.1
As per 2001 census, 307 million (or 30%) were reported as migrants by place of birth
while in as per 2011 census, the number of migrants is 455.8 million (37%). These people
are basically informal labourers engaged in work like the construction sector, domestic work
and so on. Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttarakhand,
Jammu and Kashmir and West Bengal are some of the source states of interstate migration;
the major destination states are Delhi, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh

and Kerala. There is also huge number of intra state migrants. The conditions that these
migrant and informal workers live in the cities is inhuman with has no minimum health and
basic amenities at the work place. The social security schemes including PDS are not
accessed by these migrants due non portability of the schemes beyond their source states.
Also, the education of children is also heavily affected by this migration.
Studies on migrant and informal workers during COVID 19 pandemic
There have been numerous reports on the plight of informal workers during COVID19
pandemic like Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (India) and their partners in 2020,

Centre for Economic Performance at the London School of Economics, 2020, ActionAid in
2020, 2021 and so on. Most of the reports except that of, ActionAid are one time surveys.
The main findings of Aga Khan supported survey of 4835 households was returnee migrants
are mainly engaged in labour work and more than 25% of them are still searching for work.
Women in households where there are returnee migrants have greater workload and 29% are
who migrated to villages are back in the cities while 45% want to move into cities.2 (NDTV,
August 2020)
Centre for Economic Performance at the London School of Economics conducted a

survey of 8530 young urban workers (18 to 40 years) between May-July 2020 attempted to
understand their plight in COVID19 pandemic. Main findings were 52 percent of urban
workers went without work or pay and received no financial assistance to tide over the
crisis, earnings fell by 48 percent on average in April and May, but those in the top quartile
of pre-Covid income saw their share in total income increase by 16 percentage points within
three months and 70 percent of urban workers have no guarantee of a minimum number of
days of work in the year. So COVID 19 also widened the preexisting income disparities. 3
(Bhalotia et al. 2020, page 2).
1

Debabrata, Patra. Outlook, October, 2021. https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/india-news-aslabourers-return-to-cities-is-govt-ready-to-avoid-future-migrant-crisis/358956. This article was written by
author of current paper. I have taken some of the ideas given in the article.
2
Two-Thirds Of Migrants Have Returned To Cities Or Wish To Do So: Survey, August 2020. https://
www.ndtv.com/india-news/two-thirds-of-migrants-have-returned-to-cities-or-wish-to-do-so-survey-2273343
3
Bhalotia, Shania, Dhingra, Swati and Kondirolli,Fjolla, 2020 City of Dreams no More: The Impact of Covid19 on Urban Workers in India CEP COVID-19 ANALYSIS. London. https://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/
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ActionAid and its partners carried out a longitudinal survey on the migrant workers all
over India in two phases – one in May 20204 (ActionAid India, 2020, Chap.3, page 30) and
other one in December 2020.5 (ActionAid India, 2021, Chap.2, page 7) Overall, we
interviewed over 11530 workers across 21 states in the first phase and 16961 workers in 23
states and 5 union territories in the second phase (unlock 3 and 4 phase) through a network
of more than 270 partners and volunteers. We were able to cover 293 source and 393
destination districts. In the second phase we repeated 4,818 – 41.7% of the respondents to
understand whether the situation is changing better for them.
Detailed findings of ActionAid Study
The findings were startling in the first phase: 78% reported a loss of livelihood but
more importantly over 48 per cent of respondents did not receive any wages after the
lockdown and 17 per cent received partial wages. The condition of housing was pitiable, and
most workers lived with 6-10 people and 60% workers had to vacate their housing post
COVID primarily because of livelihood loss. More than 50 per cent migrants reported that
they were stranded for over a month, yet more than 70 per cent migrants said that they did
not receive any transport assistance.6 (ActionAid India, 2020, Chap.6, page 69)

In the second phase, among the revisited workers, more than 80 per cent were
unemployed during the lockdown. In the unlock phase, around 40 per cent remained
unemployed, whereas 52 per cent were employed part-time, that is they were either working
fewer hours than the pre-lockdown level or getting work occasionally. Although the
unemployment is reduced people are underemployed and getting lesser work and wages and
slowly moving to agriculture sector from construction and manufacturing. Also the recovery
level of migrant workers was much less than the non-migrants.

There has been an

unwelcome shift from regular work to casual work and casual workers have reported lower
protections at work. In our sample, 60 per cent of respondents were working as casual

workers and 22.5 per cent as regular workers. Notwithstanding their hardships, most
returnee migrants in our sample (more than 50% of migrants said so in Odisha) were
unwilling to migrate for work again, which was hardly surprising given the continuing
economic uncertainty. Moreover, the opportunities for better prospects are negligible
because nearly 93 per cent of the workers we interviewed have had no technical education
or training. Overall, wages have remained lower than minimum wage, particularly for
women, during the unlock phase. More than 26 per cent of the revisited workers had no
income during the unlock phase. The majority of workers, nearly 29 per cent, were earning
4

ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 1 of National study on informal workers, August
2020. https://www.actionaidindia.org/publications/workers-time-covid-19/ . The author participated in both
the longitudinal studies carried out by ActionAid colleagues.
5
ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 2 of National study on informal workers, February
2021. https://www.actionaidindia.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/WORKERS-IN-THE-TIME-OF-COVID19-I-Report-of-Round-2_Final-V2.pdf
5
ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 1 of National study on informal workers, August
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between Rs 2,000/- to Rs 5,000/- per month.7 (ActionAid India, 2021, Chap. 2, pages 7 -13,
xviii, xix)
In the first phase of study in May 2020, after coming home, 60% percent had taken
loans to meet the family emergencies and healthcare as for most of the workers the savings
were not enough. For more than 80% of the workers the food consumption was not
sufficient and around 38 per cent of respondents said that their access to water was
insufficient or barely sufficient. Only 28 per cent of workers were able to access public
healthcare during the lockdown.8 (ActionAid India, 2020, Chap 6, pages 70 -71)
In the second phase of the study, around 39 per cent of respondents have reportedly
borrowed money in the unlock phase. The incidence of debt was markedly higher for
women, for workers in urban areas, and for non-migrant workers when compared to men,
workers in rural areas, and returnee migrants. Regarding the access to welfare schemes, in
Andhra Pradesh, Odisha, West Bengal, and Assam more than 87 per cent of the respondents
could access free rations but in Manipur, Rajasthan, Delhi, and Punjab less than 55 per cent
respondents reported access. This meant migrant were forced to take debts mostly through
money lenders with a high rate of interest.9 (ActionAid India, 2021, Chap 5, page 45, Xviii

In the first phase of the study however, the enrolment and access to Entitlements was low
across schemes such as Antodaya Anna Yojana (27 per cent), PM Kisan Samridhi (5 per
cent), ICDS (7 per cent), Jan dhan Yojana (23 per cent), Ujjwala Yojana (23 per cent), and
pension schemes (6 per cent). The level of enrolment/access in PDS/Antodaya/PM Kishan
was the highest – more than 50%.10 (ActionAid India, 2020, Chap 6, page 71)
In 2020, apart from COVID19, India also faced several natural disasters- Cyclone
Amphan in Odisha and West Bengal, Floods in Assam, Bihar, Hyderabad, Cyclone Nisarga
in Mumbai and so on. This proved to be double jeopardy for the 55 lakh people who were

already reeling under the impact of COVID19. A vast majority of respondents, over 63 per
cent, said that their houses had been damaged and close to 53 per cent respondents reported
loss of their livelihoods. Food and water shortages were reported by 49 per cent and 28.5 per
cent of the affected workers, respectively.11 (ActionAid India, 2021, Chap 6, pages 53-54)
A case study of distressed worker in Odisha from Nabarangpur, Odisha: Danara Kalari,
7

ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 2 of National study on informal workers, February
2021.
8
ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 1 of National study on informal workers, August
2020.
9
ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 2 of National study on informal workers, February
2021.
10
ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 1 of National study on informal workers, August
2020.
11
ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 2 of National study on informal workers, February
2021.
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25 years from the village Koilari in Nabarangpur district belong to the
most backward community. He lives with his father Hari kalari, 61;
mother Dishiri Kalari, 55; younger sisters Bhanumati Kalari, 23 and
Kunti Kalari 21. His farther own two acres of land and he grows
agriculture crops in that land without any irrigation facility. Whatever
her produces that only cater the needs of the family for 8 months only.
Besides agricultural farming the family members are engaged in
collection of uncultivated forest produces from the nearby forest to meet the needs of the
rest of the period. Her mother is the only member in the family who gets entitlement of 25
Kg rice per month with subsidized price of one rupee per Kg.
Like his parents Danari had the equal burden to marriage off two sisters hence he
migrated to Telengana and worked as carpenter in B N K Club of Rangareddy district for 14
months. He could manage to do the savings of Rs. 5000/- only per month after meeting all
his expenses for survival. Due to the COVID 19 lock down everything was closed there and
in the month of April 2020 he managed to return Nabarangpur along with his friends with an
expense of Rs. 3000/-. After reaching Nabarangpur, he was quarantined for 17 days (April
21-May 7) in the Temporary Medical Centre (TMC) at Government Girl’s Hostel,

Dabugaon. He is back to home now after the quarantine period is over but till today, he
hasn’t got the entitlement (Rs 2000 per migrant) meant for the people undergone quarantine.
He has given written complaint to the Sarpanch time and again. But the Sarpanch says that
your entitlement will be given when the money reaches form the State Government.
Since the parents are aged and not in a position to do the hard-manual work hence job
cards have not been issued in their name. Despite of several requests made in the Gram
Sabha; his family has not been provided with a concrete house under any scheme of the
Government. Now Danara is helping his parent in the agricultural work. Danara Says, “I

don’t know much about agricultural wok. If Government will provide me any carpentry
work in my district I wouldn’t migrate outside. I would go back to work in Ranagreddy once
the communication is opened and normal.” At present Danari is back in Rangareddy district
in Telangana district.
The level of recovery of livelihoods for returnee migrants has been lower as compared
to non-migrants. Amongst returnee migrants, 83 per cent were unemployed during the
lockdown and 43 per cent were unable to resume work in the unlock period, whereas for
non-migrant workers, the unemployment level was 73 per cent during the lockdown, which
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fell to around 36 per cent in unlock. In case of women workers, the recovery has been
seemingly greater when compared to male workers. Around 77 per cent of the women we
spoke to were rendered unemployed during the lockdown as compared to 81 per cent of the
men. The low levels of employment and low and unpaid wages have greatly impacted the
economic security of households, manifested in both dropping consumption levels and fast
disappearing savings. During the lockdown, food security rapidly fell due to people’s
inability to access or buy food and food rations. Of the workers we revisited, only 18 per
cent reported that their food consumption was sufficient during the lockdown, a massive
decrease from before the lockdown when 86 per cent of them believed that their food
consumption was sufficient. In our sample, of those who had migrated for employment
before the lockdown, 54 per cent want to remain in their source area and not return to the
place where they were working. Both for people who wish to go back and for the ones who
want to stay in the villages there needs to be specific measures to avoid such a catastrophe
in future.12 (ActionAid India, 2021, Chap 2, page 8, Chap 6, 53-54)
Way forward: Land, livelihood and social security for the migrant labour is badly needed:
Those who stay back need to have a good piece of land where they can cultivate crops and
they need good access to the social security entitlements like PDS, Antodaya and so on

including MGNREGS. They need a comprehensive livelihood plan. There should be
procurement of Non-Timber forest produces by Government cooperatives on urgent basis
as many of the migrant families also depend on forest. Special agriculture credit and input
support to engage the migrant workers in Kharif operations. Government should ensure
selling of agriculture produces with fixed MSP, proper facility of storage and mandi. This
especially important for the disaster prone states like Odisha where these support is badly
needed for people to recover from the double jeopardy of COVID19 and disasters.
A case study of livelihood support to

single woman in Kandhamal: Sebi Nayak,
a 45-year-old single woman from Partamaha
village in Daringbadi block of Kandhamal,
depends on collection and sale of forest
produce, such as siali leaves and other nontimber forest produce. Leaf plate-making
and vegetable and turmeric cultivation are the major sources of income for her. She also
works as a daily wage labourer, basis the availability of work. However, due to the
lockdown, she could not sell her leaf plates and turmeric and did not even have access to
12

ActionAid India, Workers in time of COVID-19, Round 2 of National study on informal workers, February
2021.
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any daily wage work, thereby badly hitting her income. During this time, she was provided
with seed support to cultivate in the next Kharif season and a pair of goats to support her as
well. This was a small support given by ActionAid and the local partner in Kandhamal but
this went a long way to revive the livelihood of this woman. Similar such small support is
required for such vulnerable households of single women, migrant labourers, persons with
disability, uncared aged and so on.
Expanding social security programmes - Pradhan Mantri Gareeb Kalyan Ann Yojana
and Universalise Public Distribution System and Expand Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural and Urban Employment Guarantee Act: There is an urgent need to extend the
PMGKAY scheme. The extra free food grains being provided under the PMGKAY are thus
vital, considering people’s purchasing capacity remains low. The Government should also
diversify the PDS basket to include salt, oil, and millets to meet people’s nutritional
requirements. There is a need to universalise PDS so that migrant workers and people from
marginalised communities and urgently allow for portability of ration cards for migrant
workers, but even in the absence of ration cards, subsidised food grains should be given at
fair price shops to anyone who demands them. There have been efforts in this direction by
central and state governments. Migrant workers should get Antodaya ration (35 kg food

grain) wherever they are located. Similarly all migrant workers should get health insurance
cover while the recently introduced Biju Swasthya Card by Government of Odisha only
provides these cards to people having a ration card.
The Government must urgently allocate fresh funds for the MGNREGS scheme. It
should increase funding, double the days of guaranteed work from 100 to 200 days, ensure
payment of unemployment allowance, and allow for issuance of separate job cards for all
adult members in a family. It should also diversify the kinds of work provided under the
programme to strengthen critical infrastructure in health, education, and agriculture

including markets, storage spaces, and warehouses. However, in some states like Odisha,
average days of employment has never crossed 50 days (currently 38.08) in Odisha and only
7% received 100 days of employment. Workers surveyed complained about less wage rate,
lack of continuous work and delay in wage payment in MGNREGA. The widespread loss of
work and wages in urban areas has led to many votaries of an urban employment
programme, and State Governments in Odisha, Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, and Jharkhand
have already introduced such programmes but there is a need to systematise these
programmes to avoid the loopholes of MGNREGA.
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E shram portal recently launched by Ministry of Labour and Employment in August
2021, Government of India is a welcome move to create a national database of unorganised
workers including the migrants and link them to different social security schemes like
pension, medical insurance and so on. The workers need to have an Adhar card and should
not be income tax/ provident fund payee. More than 4o million people have registered in the
portal and among them 48.5% are women.13 (As of 22nd October, E shram portal shows
4.65 crore unorganised workers have been registered). The only concern is not all
unorganised workers have a proper Adhar card with their address and mobile numbers
properly updated.
Ensure Livelihood plans including support to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
The Government must take stronger measures to support the MSME sector, which is a
significant job generator, especially for informal workers in urban areas. It should expand
access to credit under the Aatma Nirbhar Bharat package and adopt mechanisms to ensure
that loans are reaching smaller units. Also state governments of migration prone districts
should prioritise skill building of youth in various institutes like Industrial training institutes
(ITI) and so on.

Ensure Women’s Access to Safe and Decent Work
Women’s participation in the labour force has declined. Thus, we need to create
formal jobs for women, create self-employment opportunities and enable women to join the
labour force. This would entail providing access to public services, including affordable
transport, creches, and elderly care homes, and expanding the network of frontline health
workers and care providers such as ASHA workers and anganwadi workers. The
Government should urgently identify those sectors where women workers are most
vulnerable due to the complete absence of any protections and recognition as workers, such
as home-based petty manufacturing and domestic work. Girls who have the minimum

education should be encouraged for skill trainings in various Industrial training institutes
and other centres so that they get employed or can start their own enterprise.
Implement and Enforce Minimum Wages: Workers have reported wage violations
including delayed payments, non-payments, or wage cuts. In the unlock phase, there have
been additional reports of people having to accept work at much lower wages than the
wages they were earning before the lockdown, and mostly below minimum wages. The
Government must announce a floor wage based on the demands of trade unions and
workers’ collectives and strengthen its implementation and enforcement mechanisms. This
12

E
Shram
Dashboard,
Government
of
India
(https://app.powerbi.com/view?
r=eyJrIjoiYTJiNzY2NDQtMTZjOS00MDBiLWE1ZjAtMmMyMDkxY2NhZTM0IiwidCI6IjE1NjUyNDgwL
TA3MjUtNDk2Yy1hOTg0LWRlYjFlZGExNjFhMCJ9&pageName=ReportSectionbd48c2da2b3071d24036)
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is essential to maintain a minimum living standard for the workers – both informal and
formal and for this the employers should be made responsible. Some groups including trade
unions demand that wages should be no less than Rs 18000/- per month provisions of
indexation.
Facilitate Safe Migration
For the people who want to go back, Government should put the strict guidelines this
to avoid the crisis again. We need a thorough mapping of the returnee migrant workers and
vulnerable left behind family members. Those who wish to go back also they need to
register themselves under district administration in the source and destination districts.
There should be proper contract at the workplace and the employers should provide good
quality housing support and should also commit to arrange for the travel back home at the
end of the contract. There should portability of the social security schemes including PDS
especially for the people who travel with the families. There should be provisions for
children to attend schools in the destination areas and they should not be treated as
workforce by the employer. The provisions in interstate migrants act should be strictly
enforced in this case.

There is an urgent need to ensure implementation of the district action plan for 11
migration prone districts in Odisha. This includes identification, tracking providing social
security to migrant worker’s families, protection at destination states, seasonal hostels and
so on as per the letter (No 17 – STGR -22-4151- 21028/PR, dated the 17th December, 2014)
by Panchayati Raj Department Government of Odisha addressed to the Collectors). This
government order has given necessary direction for the registration of labourers going
outside the state – Migration of workers for search of work and better wages in 11 districts
of Odisha – Bolangir, Bargarh, Subranapur, Kalahandi, Nuapada, Gajapati, Ganjam,
Koraput, Nabarangapur Rayagada and Khurda. Similar such proactive measures are

essential to combat the distress migration and its effects which we have seen in the country
since last one and half years.
Special support for disaster prone states
As we have seen, impact of natural disasters in times of COVID pandemic has been
devastating for the people in many states. Government and CSOs need to come up with
special relief measures for the same.
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Yaas:

Mangalata Barik
Mangalata Barik, 65, lives in
Para Pokhari village

under Sana

Krushnapur block. She is a widow
surviving on a widow pension for over
six years. She has two sons but lives
with

her

younger

son

who

is

unemployed. She had already been
going through a lot of hardship due to the COVID-19 pandemic and when Cyclone Yaas hit
Bhadrak in late May 2021, she was completely devastated. The high-speed winds broke her
home and her kitchen. She and her son went hungry and homeless for days and sought
shelter in their neighbour’s home. They struggled to put their lives together from scratch
once again.
She received Rs.4,000 in cash support from ActionAid. She spent a major part of it on
treating her medical ailments; she has a chronic respiratory condition. She visited the doctor
and purchased medicines with the money. With the rest of the cash support, she fixed a part

of the thatched roof of her hut. However, the roof still leaks when it rains heavily. The water
in the house causes repetitive infections and she falls sick continuously. She invited the
volunteers to show the condition of her house after repairs. “The labourer’s wage is as much
as Rs.600 per day. How can a poor person like me rebuild the house if it is affected by rain
and cyclone so frequently?” she says. She has not got any support for housing scheme from
state government.
Some of the suggestions to tackle this crisis are:
1.

Ample provisioning of cyclone/flood shelters before any cyclone. Maintain adequate

stock of food in the cyclone shelters to provide cooked food.
2.

Inspection of the cyclone/flood shelters and repairing and cleaning cyclone shelters
before the disaster season would be a great help. The toilets need to be cleaned and
made usable before the cyclone otherwise people are forced to go out for open
defecation.

3.

Assist people as per the State Disaster Response Fund and National Disaster Response
Fund norms of assistance within a stipulated time limit, say two months. This is
essential at this stage as people are reeling under the impact of the cyclone and
COVID19 pandemic and have lost their livelihoods.
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Provide adequate social security and housing support to the affected population so that
they can tide over the crisis of cyclones and pandemics. These schemes will help
people to recover faster. The schemes like Antodaya Yojana, PDS schemes, pension
schemes, and housing schemes and so on will help the vulnerable people in these
trying times.

5.

Livelihood support to revive agriculture (credit, seed support and so on) and other
livelihood options are critical.

Lets not push our workers - nation and city makers to the brink of despair and destitution
again and lets come forward for our nation builders.
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ABSTRACT
Azerbaijan and Armenia declared independence after the disintegration of the Soviet Union,
on 30th August1991. During the first year of independence, both the country had faced
various challenges such as social and economic crisis, political instability, and the major
issue was the Nagorno-Karabakh war which permanently displaced most of the people. The
resulting of this conflict over Nagorno Karabakh region evolved into a major undeclared
war between Azerbaijan and Armenia. All these critical situations got relatively stabilized,
1994 cease-fire has resolved war over the Nagorno Karabakh region. Although, historically
both the countries had tried to occupy this region, now the tension between the countries
again escalated after 30 years. This article endeavours to define the reason behind the
escalation of tension between Azerbaijan and Armenia after 30 years. It also argues that the
most significant roles played by external factors such as Russia, the US, and France and
their efforts towards cease-fire agreement for resolving the war between Azerbaijan and
Armenia. This paper also deals with environmental consequences on Society, and the last
section offers an overview of the future of the war.
Keywords: Azerbaijan, Armenia, Nagorno Karabakh war, South Caucasus, Ceasefire,
Minsk Group, Environment
Introduction
The Caucasus is one of the important regions, strategically significant in South East
Europe. In the 1920s period, when South Caucasian countries become part of the Soviet
Union, the Nagorno Karabakh region was an important region in terms of strategically as
well as geographically important region, it is a landlocked area, and Armenian ethnic
majority populations were the main residents of this region, But officially this region was
under the Azerbaijan territory. Ethnic majority Armenians always sought to become a part
of the Armenian Authority.
When the Soviet government disintegrated in 1991, the regional parliament
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legitimately voted to become part of Armenia. Consequently, Azerbaijan tried to restrain the
separatist movement, when Armenia sought to back it. However, this leads to the rising of a
major conflict known as the Nagorno Karabakh war between Azerbaijan and Armenia.
Under the Soviet control, the Nagorno Karabakh region had established as an autonomous
region where 95 percent population is ethnically Armenian within the territory of
Azerbaijan. With the collapse of the USSR in 1991, a total of fifteen countries got
independence. All the fifteen countries have faced various challenges in the first year of
independence such as migrations, Russian dominations of titular languages. Azerbaijan and
Armenia are two important South Caucasian countries who had been suffering from the
repercussions of the Nagorno Karabakh war.
In addition to the major crisis concerning social issues, political instability, inflation of
GDP rate, both the countries faced challenges at the Nagorno-Karabakh front, which
permanently displaced a large number of people, leading to high illiteracy, poverty,
unemployment, etc. The Nagorno Karabakh region was surrounded by Armenian ethnic
populations in which the policy was governed by Azerbaijan authorities and this is the main
reason by which both the countries confronted a major undeclared war. The war turned into
overt aggression and large-scale military actions against Nagorno Karabakh region which

was resulted thousands of people were killed and caused huge material damage. Due to this
war most of the people were displaced, thousands of refugees, IDP (internally displaced
people), including women, children have suffered immensely. And finally Armenian side
controlled the territory of Nagorno Karabakh and successfully occupied 20 percent of the
Azerbaijan surrounding territory. The hostilities between the two countries mainly depend
on ethnic based as well as a territorial concern which also deals with nationalistic and
political issues, a mixture of two communities such as the majority of Muslims are staying
in Azerbaijan and on the other side majority residents are Christian in Armenia.
(Najafizadeh, 2015)

Map -1 (source: https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-analysis/armenia-azerbaijan-conflict)
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War between Azerbaijan and Armenia (1984-1994)
Nagorno Karabakh war a product of territorial conflict, which had become more
serious in the late 1980s, and remains continued after the declaration of independence of
both the country. However, it turned into massive large scale warfare. With the starting of
war, gradually people were compelled to leave their homes, and many of completely
disenfranchised in Armenia. Consequently, majority of the ethnic Armenian population
proclaimed to separate from Soviet Socialist Azerbaijan and demanded to become an
official part of the Armenian Authority. The war began with the firing started by ethnic
Armenian against Azeris and killed two Azeris during the conflict. And then Anti Armenian
protest occurred in the various cities of Azerbaijan. Consequently, Azeris were forced to flee
from Nagorno Karabakh and Armenian territory. Similarly, many Armenians those who
were residing in Baku the capital of Azerbaijan were forced to leave their home.
In the mid of 1988-1990, many of Armenian such as nearly 300,000 to 350,000 were
compelled to leave their hometown in Azerbaijan, and on the other side up to 300,000
Azeris ethnic population left from Armenia. The situation was like very terrible as both side
civilians, soldiers were killed in front of war. On 6th January 1992, Nagorno Karabakh
Parliament officially declared Independence from Azerbaijan which was dominated by

ethnic Armenians, and then the war become more serious turned into terrible conditions
towards the intention of acquiring of concerned territory. Due to violent attacks on the
community of Khojaly in Nagorno Karabakh, including 106 women, 83 children, 79 elderly
Azeris were killed. This war had lost major human lives, civilians, soldiers, residents were
killed, many were displaced including women and children, IDP (internally displaced
people), etc. In the late of 1993, fighting between two countries continued and brought the
major ethnic Azeris were forced to displacement. Primarily, mediation and negotiations
were led by the Minsk Group known as Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE), co-chaired by the US, Russia, France, which was always trying to make a

permanent solution to this conflict, but the group has failed to create a solution.
This concern Group was formed in 1994 to tackle an ongoing war. With the help of
various summits among members and holding, the meeting has successfully negotiated
cease-fires. Although, in 1994 both countries permitted for a ceasefire the territorial dispute
remain as intractable forever between them. Hence, from 1988 to 1994, the war had major
consequences over this region and affecting conflicting parties immensely. As a result
Armenian not only occupied the Nagorno Karabakh region but also seven adjacent of
Azerbaijan. Despite the external efforts during the past two decades, hostilities between the
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countries remain continued. (Najafizadeh, 2015)
An Overview of War in the Present Day Context
It is true indeed that thirty years have already passed since the resolving of the formal
ceasefire was signed by Azerbaijan and Armenia, but in 2020 September again violation
escalated among these two Countries. If the Nagorno Karabakh region is internally
recognized as a country, it would have one of the smallest economies in the whole world
with very less GDP$713 in 2019; heavily dependent on the extraction of minerals such as
metals, gems, gold, copper, etc. At the same time, the country’s economy has been slow
down due to the spreading of the pandemic. The recent conflict has a major impacted energy
sector of both countries such as it may be targeted to damage each other’s gas and pipelines.
As per the report given by the Azerbaijan government, the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline
was attacked by rockets used by the Armenian side.
More subsequently, it was Azerbaijan that launches full-fledged hostilities against
Armenia in late September 2020. It was one of the dangerous bloodiest wars since both the
government declared independence after the dissolution of the USSR. It becomes clearly
apparent that the recent conflict on a disastrous trajectory in the previous war, more than

30,000 peoples were killed but in the last six weeks shows that nearly 150 civilians, 1200
soldiers have been lost their lives due to the escalation of the war. Both sides are blaming
each other for resuming this out-breaks war and the major repercussion of this war is the
human cost of life. The Armenian side is claiming that nearly 90,000 people were displaced
due to this war. However, the countries have experienced drones, missiles attack on the
territory, the bombing of major cities, and hitting school, religious institutions, hospitals,
etc. Similarly, Azerbaijan has proclaimed that nearly 40,000 people displaced due to this
war including 90 civilians’ died. While the whole world is struggling with the COVID-19
situation, both Azerbaijan and Armenia are creating tensions over the territory. Under this

pandemic period both the countries seems lots of peoples are lost their lives due to
contagious disease at the same time civilians, soldiers have been killed due to conflict.
Hence, the loss of population is the major challenge for both countries due to the prevailing
situation. Recently with the help of external mediation, three ceasefires were brokered in
Washington. OSCE Minsk Group initially formed for the mediation of the conflict and led
by Russia, US, France has met the foreign minister of both sides but as a result, this meeting
has not been confirmed. Turkey has claimed a bigger role in this group. (Singh, Subhangi,
2020). Primarily, both the countries have signed three cease-fire agreements since the initial
escalation of the war, especially two mediated by Russia and another one mediated by the
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US, but all of them were broken and the conflict continued and accused each other of
unleashing hostilities. (Sputnik International, 2020)
Engagement of External Mediation
Russia is one of the important players in this region owing to its legacy under the
Soviet period, economic relation, the military presence has strongly apparent that Russia is
always ready to cooperate to resolve the ongoing war over the Nagorno Karabakh enclaves.
Most of the Russian military equipment purchases by both Azerbaijan and Armenia.
Russia’s role in South Caucasian region always remains a dominant power, it enforce the
ceasefire and keeping western countries and turkey out of the final negotiation. Russia has
also sent peacekeepers to the conflict zone. Russian dominance in this region could be
challenged. Throughout the war, Turkey completely supported the Azerbaijan side and
Turkish parliament sending troops to this region. If Turkey played an assertive role in this
region and ally with Azerbaijan, a reluctant situation would create for Russia. ( (Bowen S.
Andrew and cory 2021). Similarly, the US as a superpower has been playing a significant
role in this region. For the protection of the country’s interest, the US is always focusing on
the transportation of Caucasian energy resources to the world market. Being a leading
partner of OSCE Minsk Group, the US Ambassador John Maresca, the former

representative of the US during the Cease-fire agreement period focused on the settlement of
the ethnic conflict over the Nagorno Karabakh region in 1994. In the recent war, the US
secretary urged both countries to end the violence and to protect civilians. Under the
negotiation of OSCE Minsk Group co-chaired by US, Russia, France addressing an
immediate humanitarian cease-fire, urging for a permanent solution regarding Nagorno
Karabakh enclaves. US has often sought a negotiated settlement of Nagorno Karabkh’s
political status and urged for peacefully restores of Azerbaijan control over Nagorno
Karabakh region. Under the Trump Administration, joined in a meeting with Russia and
France gave a strong review on an immediate cessation of hostilities between the relevant

military forces and at the same time both the government commit negotiation without delay.
Turkey has a major concern towards Azerbaijan rather than the Armenian side,
vowing longtime friendly relations with Azerbaijan in both battlefields as well as in the
negation field. Turkey is giving military training and use of rocket, drones on the battlefield
which is one of the strong supports for Azerbaijan. Predominantly turkey is sending Syrian
armed forces to fight from Azerbaijan side which resumes hostilities among countries.
Turkey often trying to play significant role in this war and seeking to be a part of the
negotiating group which was formed by OSEC Minsk Group, co-chaired by Russia, France,
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the USA but they all disregarding the involvement of Turkey. Predominantly, turkey’s
engagement in the group as it has been marked by the concomitant duality in nature.
However, turkey’s engagement in war asserts partial involvement. Therefore, Azerbaijan
criticized the role of mediations and warning Armenian troops to withdraw from this
territory. (Kumar. Rajan, & Sandeep Tripathi, 2020). More subsequently, Azerbaijan
decided to resolve the territorial conflict over Nagorno Karabakh without any external
support assisted by OSCE and the UN. With great support of Turkey, is giving conducive
environment to Azerbaijan for aggressively striking against Armenia, and the most
important presidential elections in the US, and the most prevailing unprecedented situation
of the whole world due to COVID-19. Azerbaijan is one of the South Caucasian countries
which have strong military armed forces. In the last decade, Azerbaijan has purchased $25
billion of arm forces, modernized its armed forces and has enhanced performance with
Armenia. The best part of this region is the oil and gas reserve country and through this
support, it has economically, socio-politically developed just after getting independent from
the Soviet Union. Low international attention has made this country more military robust at
the multilateral level.
After Hyder Aliyev’s government, Ilham Aliyev inherited his presidency with

inclusive initiatives. His government has been fully concomitant of violation of human
rights, strict controlled over media, and disregards opposition parties. (Hirose, Yoko &
Grazvydas jasuties, 2014) The territorial conflict over the Nagorno Karabakh war may
create lots of issues such as security and economic instability for both countries because
One of the very popular pipelines known as Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) energy pipelines
passing through Mardakert, which is a town controlled by Armenian forces. If the
aggression turns into dangerous mode then definitely the energy sector may come under
threat. This will impact Turkey for supplying energy. In the same way, in the South
Caucasus, Russian security would be exposed because of rising of radicalism and with the

reason of displacement of people and property. Both countries have seen a fresh wave of
refugees will happen. (Kumar Rajan, & Sandeep Tripathi, 2020)
Hence, political changes, growing of regional dynamics made it unsuccessful leads to
escalation of tensions among conflicting parties. Azerbaijan and turkey are co-ethnic nations
and they have dissatisfied with the arrangement of the OSCE Minsk Group because of the
cease-fire as legitimizing the Armenian occupation. In the earlier interaction of Azerbaijan
President Ilham Aliev, criticizing the OSEC Minsk Group. However, Azerbaijan’s
standpoint on this conflict is maintains of status quo is unrealistic. It could not be accept the
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Nagorno Karabakh area is to going under control of Armenia.
Cease-fire between Armenia and Azerbaijan
After the six week of horrific war, both Azerbaijan and Armenia agreed to end
military operations in and around the territory of Nagorno Karabakh with the presence of
external mediation. Approximately 2000 civilians were died in this conflict. Russia has
played a vital role for the enforcement of ceasefire between two countries and it also seems
to have reinforced its influence in the Caucasian region. By the third week of October,
Russia established military outposts and sending with massages to both the countries. Under
the extreme pressure of Russia, both the countries agreed to end the military operations.
According to the term and conditions of ceasefire, Armenia agreed to withdraw its territories
around Nagorno Karabakh areas. As a negotiator, Russia would actually give 2,000
peacekeepers to this region; it would patrol between the both side troops. (Johny, 2020).
The main objective of this deal is to end the conflict between the two nations,
agreement signed by Azerbaijan president Ilaham aliyev, Armenian Prime Minister Nikol
Pashinyan and Russian president Vladimir Putin. Since the war started in September both
side signed many agreements towards the ending of war but none so far have been

successful. As per the new latest peace agreement, both sides agreed to maintain positions in
the areas that they currently hold. Further it also urged that all military operations are
suspended, Russian peacekeepers will deployed around the Karabakh Region along with the
Lachin corridor that connects the region to Armenia. As per the deal, internally displaced
people and refugees will return to the region and also both sides agreed exchange of
prisoners of wars and bodies. Especially under the Russian control, a new corridor will be
operated from Nakhchivan to Azerbaijan. (Indian express, 2020 Nov 19)
On 9th November, 2020 the ceasefire was deals with nine points such as deployment of

2000 peacekeeper by Russia to the conflict areas, to maintain and regulate the establishment
of peacekeeping center, withdraw of Armenian forces from Nagorno Karabakh region, both
sides should maintain land corridor between Armenia and Nagorno Karabakh region, return
of refugees and Internationally displaced peoples (IDP), returning of Nagorno Karabakh
region to Azerbaijan control. Furthermore it is required Armenian forces to withdraw of
some other additional regions such as the Kalbajar, Lachin and Agdam regions. Although
ten thousands of ethnic Armenian residents permanently settled in the Southern part of the
Nagorno Karabkh region, civilians reportedly destroyed their homes and other structures
completely denied coming to the control under Azerbaijan side. (Bowen S. Andrew and
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Cory 2021)
Environmental Concerns
The recent ongoing Nagorno Karabakh war stated that both sides have been using long
range missiles, rockets, drones, artillery attacking each other for destroying territory.
Armenian Defense minister addressed that, Azerbaijan forces using heavy missiles at the
civil infrastructure system in the Nagorno Karabakh region which could definitely damage
the environment and creates lots of environmental issues in these areas. Predominantly, the
area experienced lots of violence in 2014, in April 2016, and now in recent times. Turkish
air fighter jet, drones, long range artillery are highly used by Azerbaijan forces. The long
range attacks stated that drones and the major unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been
escalating in battleground of war. Nagorno Karabakh region is rich in natural resources and
minerals such as gold, copper, and other resources. Copper and gold are very advancing in
this region since 2002. Though due to the rising of arm conflict between the two countries
leads to the exploitation of Natural resources. Armed conflict basically uses explosive
weapons that can produce poisonous pollutants and increased many health diseases. (Tass,
2020)

Furthermore, due to the devastating war the region’s ecosystem, wildlife, and natural
resources have been very badly affected by the conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia.
The consequence of the war is experienced of massive destruction of the ecosystem in this
region. Mainly, there are several environmental problems found in Nagorno Karabakh area
such as landscape fires in forest is one of the major disturbing situation occurred in between
26th October to 4th November. The fires were rising directly from the fighting. This is
basically occurred due to the incendiary weapons using in war. However, it also severely
impacted the landscape, geo-diversity, people, livelihood and biodiversity due to historical
and frozen conditions of the conflict. The incendiary weapons are mixed with oxygen and

toxic materials intended to set fires which is severely emerged burns, produce heavy thick
smoke during daytime as well as night time around the area of Nagorno Karabakh. The toxic
smoke was an inherently caused of serious threat of internal and external burning. Although,
war was horrific in nature but the incendiary weapons harms not only the nature but also
affected the soils, crops, water resources, animals and humans. After war and during the
war, both side blamed to each other of using fire as a weapon.
Azerbaijan troops claimed that Armenians were using white phosphorous to create a
smokescreen through which it would easily to hinder the drones and weapons that controlled
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the airspace over the Nagorno Karabakh regions. Though, all these ingredients are used by
both side critically analyzing the complete threat of deforestation and also emergence of
devastating nature over the region due to landscape fire. Other emissions like carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, methane and aerosol contact with fires and emerged as a major
pollutants creates health issues for vulnerable groups. Forest is the most significant local
livelihood resources but their loss may be an inadequately impacted on civilians in the area.
Protection of Environment and International Humanitarian Law
Armed conflict is one of the negative experiences of mankind and affected the way of life of
people, including with economic, political, cultural effects and also environmental impacts.
Armed conflicts are always reaming sources of risks and threats to the environmental
resources. The conflicts also led to dangers to the health of the population, livelihood and
security. Therefore the Nagorno Karabkh war was brought many environmental problems
such as the ruin of the territory from troop movements, the use of weapons and resources
leads to severly contamination of

soil and water as well as deforestation. International

Humanitarian Law (IHL), a legal body that applies after the outbreak of armed conflict. Its
main objective is that “Law of war” and it also enforces the rules international law of peace.
Consequently, under the rule of IHL, it also applies to the territories of Azerbaijan occupied

by Armenia. United Nation is the most powerful body, urging its full support towards
ceasefire and also strongly condemning immediate end of war. International Law
Commission (ILC) is another permanent organ of UN General Assembly playing an
important role. The protection of the environment in armed conflicts makes it necessary to
apply International Humanitarian Law (IHL) as a legal point of view. Hence IHL and human
rights law must be seen for the protection of environment which was occupied by Armenia.
This is the way through which put legal pressure on the occupying power. (Heintze.2020)
Major Observations / Discussion


The situation over Nagorno Karabakh region remains unsettled, which means war has
only been postponed, not possible to resolve.



Although Human cost is one of the biggest challenges in this disastrous war at the
same time it is required to give importance towards environmental protection.



Use of heavy missiles, drones, artillery, rockets, landscape fire may cause
environmental degradation of this region and it will also destroy the long reserve
robust natural resources.



The re-establishment of a new cease-fire that can resolve the escalating tensions
among the two countries but its future relevance will continue.
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UN Environmental Programme (UNEP) stands at the core of the action in fight against
climate change; consequently it is the responsibility to restore and protects the bio
diversity and natural ecosystems such as forests, coral reefs and peatlands of Nagorno
Karabakh region.

Conclusion
In both democratic and authoritarian forms of governments, there are lots of
imponderable overall predictions because both the countries are trying to reintegrate the
complicated region showing signs of separatism. Therefore, it would be unrealistic to
predict that the ongoing war can be resolved at any time or any movement. Although there
is no hope for normality without a ceasefire, it is clearly apparent that Minsk Group
deploying peacekeepers for an immediate and unconditional cease-fire, even ethnic conflicts
are hardly solved by only conflicting parties through strategy or through policy-making,
even when they are confronting a disastrous war. But the best possible of this war is without
International mediation the war may not be possible to resolve.
Three cease-fires have been canceled since the escalation started three decade before
but all are failed and the full-fledged conflict is still remains continue. Both sides have still

lack robust negotiation when it comes to engaging with a disastrous war. The observation of
this article is that it is impossible to say that the war will be over, it is not over. The war has
altered the balance of power in the favour of Azerbaijan. Although the military operation
and armed conflict might be possible to end, but it does not mean that it won’t go for it
again. The situation over Nagorno Karabakh region remains unsettled, which means war has
only been postponed, not possible to resolve. Therefore both the countries simultaneously
should focus on environmental concern because climate change is one of the biggest
dangers to peace.
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ABSTRACT
Archaeology as a subject is considered as an activity to perform with ‘past’; wherein
past is being used as a subject of enquiry. Hence, we can say that there is a negotiation
which archaeologists perform between the past and their construction of the past. So, in
principle, archaeology is entrenched in past, but it is not the past itself. Archaeologists
attempts to explain it with phrases of interpretation. In which there is a clear distinction
between the ‘actual past’ which can be determined and measured within the frame or
methods of interpretation. The second can be called ‘theory’, what archaeologists
suggest for their narration, and the third is used as ‘evidence’ to formulate the
interpretation. Here the aspiration is to produce a viable account of the past that
archaeologists are fanatically working to ‘get it right’ and to ‘provide a kind of
transcription of the past as it was’. There are always arguments among the
archaeologists about how far these ‘historical accounts or analysis are feasibly accurate
relating to the fact of the past’. The discussions are centered primarily on the nature of
interpretation, categorization of sources, and how these sources have been projected.
Therefore, the dialogue begins at the very first moment, to measure the truthfulness of
these analyses. How far are they correct and meet with the requirements of the historical
reconstruction archaeological evidences? Through this paper I would like to discuss this
methodological explanation of interpreting archaeological/historical facts, how the
construction of past depends on its theoretical frame of analysis corroborating facts and
interpretation. The main objective of this paper will be to throw lights on the key

concepts of methodological explanation of archaeological interpretation.
Keywords: Archaeology, Interpretation, Theory, Historiography
The development of archaeological studies in the Indian sub-continent began with the
expansion of the British Empire in India, beginning from Bengal, later expanding to other
parts of the country. We have references to ‘Chitrashala’s or similar places in early
historical literature, but this term was used with different connotations and perspectives. In
reality, these were confined within the boundaries of royal relations and patrons, where
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ordinary people's involvement was prohibited.1 In the early stages of colonial expansion in
the late eighteenth century, archaeology initially began as a mere curiosity of the British
Officers who came to India.2 This initial curiosity quickly developed as an interest to study
the ancient past of the country.3 Most of the studies of the British colonial officers did not
possess any formal education in history or archaeology but gradually published their
experiences of field surveys and documentation of archaeological and architectural remains.
This intense inquisitive exploration of British Officers of history, archaeology, anthropology
and languages of India awakened the native scholars to confront what they considered as
foreign interference. The native scholars understood that the changing political situation was
engulfing the country's cultural inheritance and that the foreign power was trying to
establish its own cultural and intellectual supremacy over the natives.4 This attempt to
review the colonial writings of history and archaeology resulted in a national consciousness
to promote the struggle against the colonial power. Wealthy and educated Indians
established various institutions to compete intellectually with the colonial institution. This
simultaneous progress of both Indian and Foreign scholars helped develop Indian
archaeology into a full-fledged discipline of study.5
The first impact of this kind happened in Bengal, where both the Native and British

scholars interpreted the different aspects of history and archaeology. After establishing the
Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1784, a new approach to studying ancient Indian history
(Indology) was started, undoubtedly based on available scriptures and inscriptions and
materials collected from antiquarian exploration-excavation. It was an intellectual
engagement where scholars, both Indian and colonial, vigorously began to identify the
ancient places mentioned in ancient manuscripts to reconstruct and prepare a chronology of
India's ancient past. Bengal was also the geographical area of early cultural and social
consciousness due to modern education where the progress and expansion of the 'Empire'
had already happened. It was from these roots that intellectually the nationalist movement

originated based on a political agenda entwined with a cultural propaganda.6 During the
1

Vishnudharmattara Purana mentions ‘jirnauddhara’, which is specifically more religious sanctification of
sanctuaries or sacred space, but that does not fulfil the modern understanding of conservation or preservation
archaeological sites. Even this was a similar case in the early mediaeval period where 'temples functioned as
social space for patronising the arts and equally an authority for its preservation.
2
See, H.P.Ray. 2007. Colonial Archaeology of South Asia (New Delhi: Oxford University Press), 1- 15.
3
Romila Thapar, in ‘’Ideology and the Interpretation of Early Indian History’’, in Interpreting Early India,
argues on this post-Renaissance interest in studying the ancient world and how it has been created an
ideological discourse. Thapar has further argued how it reflected on India's historiography as the 'interpretation
of Indian history from the eighteenth century onwards relates closely to the world view of European,
particularly British historians, who provided the initial historiographical base'. Romila Thapar. 1992.
Interpreting Early India (New Delhi: Oxford University Press), 1.
4
NayanjotLahiri in has presented a narrative of an event of theft of a sculpture of goddess which engaged a
conversation between one British military officer and antiquarian Charles Stuart (1757-1828) and his native
peasant. Lahiri explains how this event illustrates the process of colonisation, trying to alter, control and
capture the existing social structure. Nayanjot, Lahiri. 2012. Marshalling the Past (Permanent Black: New
Delhi),23-24.
5
See Upinder Singh, A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India; from the stone age to the 12th century
(Pearson Longman: New Delhi, 2008),7-8.
6
Thapar explains that the idea of 'Oriental Despotism’ is not ‘new evidence which provides an alternative
analysis, but the more careful questioning of existing sources’. Thapar, Interpreting Early India, 14.
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early nineteenth century, national history and heritage initiated an awakening of
consciousness against the colonial power. Though the nationalist leaders of Bengal were
entirely propagating their own political opinions, nevertheless, they were not divorced from
the greater aspiration of nationalism as concurrently; they were supporting the broader
vision of Indian history and culture. Most of them had written prolifically in Bangla
(Bengali), tracing the historicity of ancient Bengal.7 It was the formative period of
constructing a 'Bengali Identity' supported by the area's history, archaeology, language, and
religion.
This essay aims to identify and examine the reasons and the development of critical
theories by Indian scholars to position the discourse of intertwined relation between
historical interpretation and identity construction. I want to trace and build upon case studies
where the 'past' has been used to represent the present. This essay is an overview of the
different positions taken by historians about archaeology to supplement the study of history.
Simultaneously, it will also discuss the interrelation between archaeology and history, which
will bring out how archaeologists acted as intermediaries to explain the collective destiny of
historical consciousness for creating an explanation for identity construction.8 Though the
area of my actual study is confined to the geographical territory of Bengal, nevertheless, for

understanding the broader perspective of theoretical explanation as to how different
paradoxes of historical analysis have been conceived, I will look at other areas where similar
socio-political situations led to assertions of national identity and attempts to stimulate
historical consciousness.
The essay is intended to be a detailed survey of literature based on the thematic
category of 'Nation, Nationalism and History' to discover the conceptual growth of historical
studies among the places that have experienced colonial intervention in their societies. So
within this frame, I would like to trace how archaeological interpretation unites with

historical analysis to create identity. Also, what is the related politics and motivation which
created an idea that historical interpretation promotes identity construction.9 This essay will
try to identify the reasons for the emergence of the binaries between historical interpretation
and its pivotal role in identity construction. Moreover, archaeology was portrayed as a tool
of narration to raise the idea of nationality, describing the phases of history. There is much

7

Sudipta Kaviraj, The Unhappy Consciousness: Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay and the Formation of
Nationalist Discourse in India. Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1998.
8
Nayanjot Lahiri explains the nature of practising archaeology in the early days. 'It is unlikely that archaeology
was viewed as an intellectual pursuit concerned with unravelling India's material past by the average Indian
who happened to come in contact with its practitioners. Instead, archaeologists were generally regarded as
persons who were part of the British Sarkar or government. Lahiri, Marshalling the Past, 29-30.
9
Sumit Sarkar, in his article The Many Worlds of Indian Histories explains how does this new political
situation inspired history writing, ‘history became the principal instrument for inculcating the stereotypical
dichotomy between the backward, immobile Orient is contrasted with the dynamic, Christian and scientific
West, thus simultaneously buttressing British self-confidence and reminding Indians of their lowly place in the
world's scheme of things. Sumit, Sarkar, Writing Social History (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1997), 12.
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discussion on the different periods and cultures as far as archaeology is concerned, but
analyses of the politics of individual aspects and different modes of historical interpretation
have not been addressed widely. Most scholarly works circles around the stratigraphic
understanding of cultural sequence to construct its historical chronology. However, they
rarely discuss its narrative practices, where interpretations depend on several other external
factors. For example, the 'Colonial Archaeological' practice defines the term as a study of
archaeology under colonial supremacy. However, it also entails further inspection of its
principle and objective of analysis; how the narrative has prepared and functioned. It may
not discuss the advancement of archaeology within academic discourse. However, questions
about the framework within which archaeology is practised and researched.
Most previous works focus on describing archaeological findings and constructing
their chronological, cultural assemblage. However, archaeology of ‘Archaeology’, a critique
of the conceptual categories that underpin the issues of 'interpretation' or 'construction of
historical knowledge' has not been undertaken. This essay aims to trace these lineaments of
the historical interpretation as employed in the development of archaeological studies both
as a discipline and theoretical level. The essay will focus on the encounters between
different scholars in the creation of historical narratives. This comparative discussion will

show how the discipline was formed by pertinent political conditions in a critical sociopolitical situation, which facilitated the creation of national politics and identity and, more
specifically, a segregated cultural identity.10
Most of the available study on this topic has dealt with either from an individual
perspective strengthening the western narrative or making a critical approach to how the
narrative was made due to external factors like politics, economy, and religion. In most
cases, it has been oriented with 'Colonialism' viewing as a reason to influence historical
interpretation. The discussion is mostly framed on jotting down the points of 'colonial

intervention' on a particular culture and the reactions of natives to it. We can begin with a
more specific discussion on 'colonialisation' and 'nationalism' for setting up the frame to
observe its characteristic phenomena and later concentrate on India explicitly focusing on
the historians who are engaged in discussing the trends of Indian history as a compound
component instead of breaking into several regional categories.
Bernard Lewis, in his History- Remembered, Recovered, Invented, narrated how to
distinguish the different ways of perceiving history.
10

Here Lewis is concerned about

Edward W. Said in Orientalism; Western Conceptions of the Orient explains how this segregation have
cultural nomenclature by a thorough process of political dynamism. 'The Orient is an integral part of European
material civilisation and culture. Orientalism expresses and represents that part culturally and ideologically as a
discourse that supports institutions, vocabulary, scholarship, imagery, doctrines, even colonial bureaucracies
and colonial style'. Edward W. Said, Orientalism; Western Conceptions of the Orient, (New Delhi: Penguin
Books,2001), 2.
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interpreting what happened instead of the variegated processes whereby the past is recorded
or forgotten, recovered, explained, or explained away. So, Lewis questions the general
understanding of the subject and how interpretation played a subtle role in understanding
historical reconstruction. In this collection of three short essays, Lewis demonstrates a
comprehensive process of acclimatising history through reconstructing archaeological,
epigraphic, numismatic, or textual evidence to bridge the obstinate and its contemporary
understanding in the present. Bernard expresses his interest in looking at the subject with its
multi-dimensional perspective to distinguish between the layers of understanding; how
societies perceive, use and demonstrate history to accommodate the purpose of its narration.
His three categories, "Remembered", "Invented'' and "Recovered'' explain that different
nodes of interpretations have been applied to construct a perception of a shared past. Lewis
focuses on this contestation among the different examples; for instance, the present-day
'Egyptian' identity has been inspired and recovered from the pharaonic past but contests
their present Islamic identity. Therefore, the interrelation between three categories is
presented through a joint discussion of historical facts instead of introducing theoretical
frames to analyse the fact with its cause-and-effect inspection.
Similar examples of the practice of archaeology and its political implementations can

be cited from the European context. After the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the new
nation-states that emerge from their previous political situation implied a new approach of
history of archaeology for constructing their nationhood and used in their agencies and
institutions as a political statement.11 Here archaeology functioned as a catalyst to form the
political context rather than an academic discipline or its institutional form of practice.
Therefore, there are differences between the current meaning of archaeological
interpretation and its historical implications. In Nations before Nationalism, John Armstrong
explains how these different purposes of usage of archaeological interpretation evolve to
create a conceptual base for establishing the idea of cultural identity or its political

construction of national identity.
This leads to an argument that the fundamental idea of a nation is determined by its
intangible paradigms like language, religion, historical and anthropological interpretations.
These can be the crucial elements for constructing national identity; as a case study,
Armstrong explains the coherent development of Islamic and Christian cultures from
antiquity to the nineteenth century to build up the idea of 'nation' with its diverse
connotation with land and its people. While explaining the formative reasons, he explores
the effects of institutions like the city, imperial polity, bureaucratic imperatives of
11

Margarita Diaz-Andreu, Timothy Chapman, eds. Nationalism and Archaeology in Europe (San Francisco:
Westview Press, 1996).
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centralising power structures, and language divisions to develop ethnicity or ethnic identity.
Armstrong's structure is a combination of different disciplines of social sciences comprising
their subjective approaches. He explains how different disciplinary approaches like political
science influence the mode of interpretation furnishes the focus of the argument,
anthropology and sociology provide the conceptual framework, and history affords the
evidence to establish its points of argument.
Therefore, it can be said that the construction of identity is primarily influenced by
several hypothetical interpretations of facts, creating a common thread of analysis. John
Breuilly, in Nationalism and State, argues that historical context is the base for the
theoretical construction of national identity. So, there is a division between the placing of
historical evidence and its theoretical frame of analysis. Breuilly argues that nationalism is
a concept that should be perceived as a metaphor of politics arising through the dynamics of
modern state machinery.12 Therefore, Breuilly is forming a coherent relationship between
the state and identity construction. For instance, Breuilly has given examples of political
development of central Europe and the former Soviet Union, placing with its current
meanings and historical implications. Breuilly focuses on changing the political construction
of 'nationalism', which also consciously forms a sense of cultural identity. He explains how

different individual and state agencies could manipulate the 'nationalist idea' to formulate an
opposition against the state's propagated notion of identity. This hypothesis is augmented
with a wide range of pertinent examples showing its historical evidence, how the
development of political consciousness translates into a cultural and national identity.
However, how can this abstract construction of nationality or national identity be
interpreted more tangibly? Every historian faces the prime question while presenting their
views about construction that does not have a material base. Ernest Gellner expressed this
issue in a more particular way in his Nations, and Nationalism analyses this processual

method of abstraction, arguing that the construction of 'Nationalism' depends on its political
and cultural connotation. Gellner explains that the construction of nationalism is "primarily
a political principle, which holds that the political and national unit should be congruent".
Later he affirmatively explains how this concept could be theorised as "a theory of political
legitimacy, which requires that ethnic boundaries should not cut across political ones, and,
in particular, that ethnic boundary within a given state ... should not separate the powerholders from the rest". Therefore, he presents the concurrent relationship between the
phenomenal historical developments of society with its political achievements. He divides
the pattern into pre and post-industrial phases to distinguish between changing political and
12

Breuilly has mentioned how this monopolisation of power dynamics creates ideological differences between
the state and its identity. Breuilly concepts of nationalism was aligned with political entity primarily an
opposition of the dominant politics. Breuilly suggests that the principle of classification emergence of
nationalist imagination should be based on the relationship between the nationalist movement and the existing
state.
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societal structures. Gellner's arguments maintain a linear explanation saying ‘nationalism is
a powerful sentiment that holds a key component of passage from an agrarian community to
an industrial society. The latter requires a politically defined state that can create and enable
a belonging, knowledgeable and appreciated culture'.
As discussed, the contestations among the perspectives one may ask as to a preferable
interpretation model will lead to a linear argument for the complex understanding and
interpretation of archaeology or history. There has to be a clear division to define the role of
interpretation, whether it is purely functioning for creating a repertoire of knowledge or the
purpose of manipulating the knowledge. Because argument on archaeological interpretation
is based on its frame of analysis rather than merely presenting the facts, it left us with scope
for politicising accurate interpretation, which may not be the only purpose of archaeological
interpretation but as a theoretical base for political construction. In this regard, we can have
an example of Michael Shanks and Christopher Tilley how they have argued that the
Western interpretation model is not the universal model to interpret archaeological findings
beyond European regions. It leads us to find an alternative frame that considers different
stratigraphy of social and political dynamics. The authors present archaeology as a social
mediation through its relationship between the 'Observers' and 'Observed.'13
Here the authors clarify how an archaeological explanation can be perceived with its
context and metaphorical expression, which is the subject of interpretation for the
archaeologist (pp.31). Therefore, the theory remains an important tool to 'observe' the
changing contour of interpretation. At the same time, archaeologists' job as 'observers'
implies a wide variety of theories to connect the object and its interpretation. Therefore, the
authors have pointed out the inherent political discourses of archaeological interpretation
that consciously work towards constructing national identity. In other words, they discuss
the changing perception about the past as to how different social and political contexts have

influenced it. To promote this social connection, Shanks and Tilley have discussed the
connection between the social narrative of traditional archaeology and different systems of
theory.14 The authors argue on the fundamental distinctions between the social system and
its structure. It refers to the rules and concepts adopted by the structure are gives meaning to
the system. Therefore, while giving the interpretation, archaeologists focusing on the
context to exemplify their analysis. That is why Shanks and Tilley repeatedly stress the

13

Michel Foucault has explained that analysing archaeological facts requires a historical discourse to find out
the interrelations between the facts and its analysis and how it has been transformed into a conceptual
understanding. Foucault hypotheses on different dimensions of discourse like the object of discourse, the
author(s) of discourse, the concept used in discourse, or the theories of themes of discourse. Michel Foucault,
Archaeology of Knowledge (New York: Pantheon Books, 1972).
14
In this regard, we can refer to David Clarke Analytical Archaeology (1968), Colin Renfrew Emergence of
Civilization (1972. These two significant works discussed the relationship between social theory and
archaeological interpretation. Renfrew addressed this as an application where society is conceived as a system
which Clark has mentioned as an intercommunicating network of attributes or entities forming a complex
whole. David Clarke, Analytical Archaeology (London: Methuen, 1968),42.
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'Role of Archaeologists' in creating social consciousness as the theory of archaeology is not
separate from its practice.
This argument shows that there is a sequential development among the societies that
have different phases of conditions to impact its narrative construction; how we make
divisions between the methods of inspecting cultures and their different levels of
perceptions. Bruce Trigger has divided them into three broad categories while discussing the
inherent nature of historical interpretation, especially its entangled relationship with political
notions, which influences their explanation. In his article Alternative Archaeologies:
Nationalist, Colonialist, Imperialist Trigger has mentioned the commonalities and
differences in the questions to decide the main prerequisites of the archaeologists; how they
answer the changing social conditions to accept a reasonable frame of analysis to interpret
the archaeological findings. Archaeology as a discipline is strongly influenced by this
position where the countries or regions where its political occupation has theoretically
oriented the practice. Arguing on this, the author has presented three basic types of
interpretation in which archaeology as a discipline has been defined and examined as
follows Nationalist, Colonialist, and Imperialist. This political categorisation is pointed
towards the socio-political frame where the social system is based on its structural

components.
This leads to the argument that there is always a politically biased notion of history or
archaeology. It is not only the subject or its contextual analysis. We also have to think about
the individual behind this job of interpretation. In his, The Past in the Future: History and
the Politics of Identity, Jonathan Friedman has explained how the relationship between the
practice of identity construction and its historical connotation evolves through a diversified
manner of perceiving the facts. He argues how different historical schemes can result in
different folds of identity construction. The author emphasises the evolving pattern of

society and politics, which directly impetus to underpin the historical interpretation.
Friedman argues that the consensus is to look at how 'contested representations have been
represented with a historical paradigm.15 Therefore, he emphasises the issues of analysing
'social and historical contexts which have produced these 'realities' on account of perceiving
the practice of identity construction and schematic production of historical methods.
Therefore, we can say that the context remains the prime concern for the
archaeologists for subjective interpretation of historical facts. It depends on how the usage
of archaeology can form a political understanding, specifically in the case of building up the
15

Zygmunt Bauman has explained the political meaning of 'representation': 'Representation as a political
phenomenon is many borders, dynamical and determined by the context that is often assumed'. So, it means it
is not a stable entity as it requires alterations to renew its contextual meaning and purpose. Zygmunt Bauman,
Hermeneutics and Social Science (New York: Routledge, 2010),12-14.
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national characters. Philip Kohl and Clare Fawcett have tried to examine this issue of
deviant use of archaeology or history for political purposes. In their Nationalism, Politics
and the Practice of Archaeology, they have explained different case studies providing
vibrant examples of myriad use of archaeological science or interpretation which interplays
between official dogma and academic explanations. The authors say that archaeological
interpretation is a narrative creation that has both scientific and political discourses. So, the
interpretation is a reconstruction of the past that must adhere to scholarly standards of logic
and evidence. However, emphasises has also been given on its perception of how it has been
represented.
The authors have given examples of Nazi Germany, former Soviet Union in
comparison with the lesser-known exceptional cases like China, Japan and Korea, along
with special mention about Islamic states of the Near East. In these cases, archaeological
interpretation has functioned as a literary enterprise and a fully complex ideological
comprehension for building up a political association with the past. A compendium of
different articles, this case study offers the concern of political ideas, which has been
exemplified with different situations of archaeological interpretations. In an introduction
and conclusion, the authors have attempted to draw attention to the collective measures of

usage of archaeology for political purposes and warn how the practitioners should be careful
about their interpretation and narratives.
We see that the political construction of archaeological interpretation is based on a
procedure that is not different from the selection of the evidence and its representation. It is
a complex process to represent accurately ‘the ideals and ideas which inform human conduct
across the cultural barrier’. As Edward Luttwak said, 'To write the history of other
civilisations, then, means to contend with difficulties at every turn, but if the difficulties are
confronted, there is a hidden compensation in the endeavour: with the search for valid

interpretations of the ideas of others. As we see our discussion how different theoretical
frame makes a varied understanding about archaeological interpretation. Therefore, the
historical construction is also befitted with the notion of their paradigm of analysis.16 If we
look at the Asian context, especially in South Asia, it has a diverse method of negotiating
with its ancient past. Here the complexity is not confined within the interpretation or
representation of archaeology to reconstruct the history. However, the problem is more deep
-rooted, as addressed by Dilip Chakarabarti.
‘If archaeology has not been allowed to be a part of Indian mainstream historical
16

Michel Foucault in The Order of Things has categorised this as 'all designation must be accomplished using
a particular relation to all other possible designations. To know what properly appertains to one individual is to
have before one the classification- or the possibility of classifying-all others'. Michel Foucault, The Order of
Things (New York: Pantheon Books, 1970).
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education . . . that is because there is no deep-felt need to work out a different concept of the
ancient Indian past based on the increasingly diverse dimensions of modern archaeology.'17
It has been said that the colonial intervention of studying the ancient past was a quest
for scientific knowledge, which suggests the development of archaeology in India.
However, is not knowledge also the other dimension of power to control the political system
and make its version of interpretation? There is no definite answer to this question, but one
of the drawbacks is that archaeological interpretation is mainly defined as the writing of
history, at least into the academic discourse. It is conceptualised that archaeological
evidence will be conceived as facts of history. Instead of making it a completely
independent discipline, archaeology became part of a larger academic discourse of historical
studies. Even today studying ancient Indian history is merged with the discipline of
archaeology.
Romila Thapar, in her Interpreting Early India, has mentioned this complexity as to
how difficult it is to take out Indian history from its preconceived frame of analysis. Thapar
has provided various methodological approaches to how Indian history has been viewed and
transmitted from its coloniser tutor to colonised pupil. Her basic questions are framed into

the analysis of interpreting historical facts, which contest other well-established perspectives
and common beliefs about Indian history. Specifically, her emphasis was on the tradition of
writing history in India, which has been countered by looking at historical interpretation
differently. She attempted to explore the diverse method of writing history in pre-colonial
political situations transforming into the later colonial rule. Thapar mentioned this process
as 'embedded history', where history is embodied with archaeological evidence.
This complexity of perceiving different historical phases or, say, Partha Chatterjee has
further argued different histories. The Nation and Its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial

Histories, Chatterjee has explained this binary of the creative and powerful results of the
nationalist imagination in Asia and Africa posited not on identity but the difference with the
nationalism propagated by the West. Augmenting this point, Chatterjee has pointed out
scholarly mistakes of likening political nationalism with the western idea of 'nationalism'.
This leads him to emphasise the contradiction between the anti-colonialist and nationalist's
perspectives focusing on how these two rivalries have produced their domain of sovereignty
within the preview of colonial supremacy. Even before beginning their political battle with
the imperial power, they divided the context into an incomplete understanding; these
nationalists sought their cultural milieu into material and spiritual domains depending on the
17

Dilip. Chakrabarti, Colonial Indology: Socioplotics of the Ancient Indian Past (New Delhi:
MunshiramManoharlal, 1997), 213.
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claim of spiritual construction.18 Chatterjee shows that the emergence of political
consciousness transformed with religious imagination was the main force behind creating an
imagined presence of the Nation. For that, the examples were drawn from literary sources in
which language has played a pivotal role. Through this, Chatterjee argued for an alternative
paradigm of perceiving 'Nation' or 'Nationalism' which does not fit the standard western
notion of perceiving Nation.19
However, this alternation was not only confined within its political discourse. It was
very much prominent in historical interpretation, specifically interpreting the history of
ancient India. As the initiative of studying India's ancient past was taken by European
scholars, but within a very few years, some native historians also started a confrontation
with the colonial narrative and were trying to project an alternative narrative. Dilip K.
Chakrabarti titled this confrontation between these two groups of historians as the birth of
'Colonial Indology'. This meant even though there was a contestation for promoting the
narrative done by the native historians, that was not free from the colonial contamination of
theoretical analysis. In his Colonial Indology: Sociopolitics of the Ancient Indian Past,
Chakrabarti has examined how colonial interests manipulated Indians to perceive their
explanation while looking at the ancient past of their country. Chakrabarti has mentioned

what factors were functioning behind creating this historical dynamism of writing of history.
The critical elements of this dynamism were racial background influenced by language and
culture, even at specific points, religious fanaticism.20 However, the success of these
paradoxes can be measured as the emergence of 'nationalist historians.' However, there is
significantly less difference between the nationalist and colonialist, as the nationalist group
has adopted the frame of analysis started by colonial scholars in most cases. 21 So, the frame
of analysis largely remained unchallenged as the nationalist historians were preferred to
address the minor issues than the larger perspective of Indian history.

This consideration of different treatments of historical interpretations diffuses an array
of nationalistic approaches towards archaeology and history. As a discipline, there is a thin
line to distinguish between the writing of scientific history or archaeological investigation.
As the earliest colonial archaeologists like James Fergusson, Alexander Cunningham has
created a textual interpretation of the subject; mainly, they have attached particular histories
19

In Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A Derivative Discourse? (Delhi, 1986) Partha Chatterjee has
explained the distinction between the pre-colonial and colonial representation of history. Chatterjee explained
this representation as ‘total rupture’ making the former more attractive and glorious confronting the colonial
structure of knowledge production. Partha Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A
Derivative Discourse? (New Delhi: Zed Books, 1986).
20
The preface of the first edition of Ancient India R. C. Majumdar has questioned V.A. Smith's Early History
of India. Majumdar mentioned that Smith's work is incomplete and 'rudimentary' in terms of its historicity as
Smith has only focused on the political history never attempted to understand the political situation with its
social context.
21
H.C. Raychaudhury in his Political History of Ancient India is an example of a similar endeavour.
Raychaudhuy has tried to break this frame and offered an alternative methodology. In the preface of the first
edition of this book, Raychaudhury mentioned his discomfort with the Cambridge History of India of E.J.
Rapson and the Ancient Indian Historical Tradition of F.E Pargiter.
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into the subjects they were dealing with. Though pure academic interests and activities have
been conducted both at individual and institutional levels, that was also not beyond the
questions of political supremacy. Tapati Guha-Thakurata, in her Monuments, Objects
and Histories: Institutions of art in colonial and post-colonial India, has demonstrated the
convergence of the twin histories of these institutions and archaeology in the early
nineteenth century by exemplifying the transformation of these centres of institutions from
an archaeological repository of histories to the repositories of the Nation's artistic
achievements. Guha-Thakurata addresses the modes of convergence of the twin histories of
archaeological explorations and their historical construction. Here, Guha-Thakurata
emphasises the genealogies of history and archaeology to mount an analysis between the
archaeological relics and the frame of historical interpretations. Guha-Thakurata has
emphasised how an object and its history can be implied to create a national character
through art historical analysis. At the same time, these characteristics have been used as an
agenda for political consciousness. Here, Guha-Thakurata explains how history has been
represented with its twofold applications for creating national character idioms and a
historical chronology.
In conclusion, we can say the conflicts over the representation, manipulation of

knowledge and identity construction have been correspondences of different European
agencies. Edward Said has examined this appropriation of the European model and its
counter versions as dynamism as a power politics between the coloniser and colonised.
However, Western demonstration's power is not always successful as we see the analysis of
historical facts is not constantly scrutinised. The colonised expressions are perceived as the
victimised subject or kept under strict scrutiny. As Edward Said argued on Culture &
Imperialism (1994), 'the power to narrate or block other narratives from forming and
emerging is significant to culture and imperialism.'22 It signifies that the transformation of
ideas is based on their representations, but those ambivalent interpretation elements create

contentious identities. In conclusion, it can be said that its narration and analysis define the
production of historical interpretation.
Accurate archaeological knowledge is a scrutinised structured analysis of facts and
their representations.

As there is always a tension between theory and practice and

archaeology embodies this contradiction. In Changing Configurations: The Relationships
Between Theory and Practice, Ian Hodder mentioned that 'Throughout its history
archaeology has tended to deal with this tension by being circumspect about theory and
devoting itself to a common-sense view'. In 1982 Philip Barker argued that we must be
22

Edward Said, Culture & Imperialism (London: Vintage Books, 1993), xiii.
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careful 'to keep the interpretation separate from the evidence on which it is based. So,
archaeologists always function in twisting the nature of interpretation, 'trying to grasp theory
and date into a coherent whole.
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ABSTRACT
India and Kenya both countries connected by Indian Ocean more than three thousand years
ago. Beautiful culture and trading relation make it stronger and valuable for both countries.
From labour to legal journey created a milestone by Indians in Kenya. Through this study
explored the causes behind the migration of Indians to East Africa and their political
involvement in liberation struggle to decolonise Kenya. The study I will explain the brief
historical background of Indo-Kenya connectivity and their Past and present experience of
Indian Diaspora in Kenyan politics. Indian and Kenya relation traced by the British
government in colonial period and this relation became more powerful for both countries.
The two main reasons led the emigration of Indians in Kenya one is as a bonded labour and
other one is the wave of Indian freedom struggle influenced to Indians who settled in the
various parts of the world tried to get proper position in host countries. The contributions of
Indians in Kenya economic and politics were unforgettable. Study also attempt to explore
post independence situation and positions of Indians and Kenya response to great Indian
origins. Indian became torch for Kenya’s freedom pathfinder.
Keywords: History, Trade Union Movement, National Movement, Mau Mau Movement,
Press
Historical Background
India has more than three thousand years of cultural and commercial history with

Africa. The trading relations between India and Africa have a longer history more than
cultural. The trading partnership became possible because of Indian Ocean which is
connected to both countries through the maritime neighbours. The contacts of the Indians
visible were in Eastern coast and Southern coast of ancient period of Africa. The first settled
people were migrated various parts of the continent to rich the Kenyan land. Rest of them
those who are came to this land after indigenous migration they were traders, explores and
tourists among them Arabia, Portugal, India, Roman Empire and Greece from several of
parts of world. All the visiting happened in first century AD mainly East African coast.
While the majority of the visitors went back to their countries some settled and intermarried
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with the local populations giving rise to a new Swahili culture along the Coast. The most of
these Indians were traders, artisans or lower professionals, occupying the middle position
between black and white in the colonial hierarchy. The British presence in Kenya toward the
end 19th century was marked by the arrival of traders and businessmen from the Indian west
coast to East coast Africa. most of recruited workers were Punjab among them two most
influential character Alibhai Jeevanji and Allidina Visram were came to East Africa as
traders who got the full benefits of British rule. Indians came to Kenya as a indentured
labour in low pay scale under the British government.
When Africa scrambled among the colonies the European countries reached a higher
stage. In 1884 the Berlin Conference was convened to partition of Africa amongst European
colonial rivals. Among British acquisitions was the land we today call Kenya. A British
trading company Imperial British East Africa Company was set up and posted to administer
Kenya under the name British East Africa Protectorate. When it was realized that the
company could not contain Kenya’s aggressive communities, then British declared the
country a colony and Protectorate on 1st July 1895. The British posted the first Governor Sir
Arthur Hardinge to establish a formal British administration. The seventy years of colonial
rule in Kenya were characterized by punishable economic social and political policies. Most

outstanding among these policies was racial discrimination. The huge fertile land was
alienated for white settlement and harsh labour laws were enacted to force the Africans to
work at low wages on settler farms and public works. It was against this scenario that
African protest movements began in intense from the early 1920s. For interior trade between
Mombasa to Kisumu and Uganda in the beginning of 1895 the British colonial power was
built a railroad for transportation. It was the beginning of the migration of South Asians to
East Africa. Under the British raj more than 30,000 indentured labours of India recruited for
Kenya-Uganda railway construction.

The two main reasons led the emigration of Indians in Kenya one is as a bonded
labour and other one is the wave of Indian freedom struggle influenced to Indians who
settled in the various parts of the world tried to get proper position in host countries. The
contributions of Indians in Kenya economic and politics were unforgettable. Due to
maritime trade the British supplied large number of labourers to East African coast the
famous Asian Jeevanji was the contractor of at that time who provided Indian workers to
service for the British Protectors in 1890. The Indians were established various sectors in
Kenya like for administrative sectors the Indian Goans served as a clerk and customer
officers and they hold the bureaucracy system of the British Company office. India Artisans
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served on the field of railway and telegram. The skilled Indian workers became amazing in
their field. The Uganda –Kenya railway track was the main reason Indians settled in Kenya,
through the railway contract the recruitment was taken place that time for the building of the
track 32000 Indians came to Kenya in between 1896 to 1901. The two main reasons led the
emigration of Indians in Kenya one is as a bonded labour and other one is the wave of
Indian freedom struggle influenced to Indians who settled in the various parts of the world
tried to get proper position in host countries. The contributions of Indians in Kenya
economic and politics were unforgettable. Due to maritime trade the British supplied large
number of labourers to East African coast the famous Asian Jeevanji was the contractor of at
that time who provided Indian workers to service for the British Protectors in 1890. The
Indians were established various sectors in Kenya like for administrative sectors the Indian
Goans served as a clerk and customer officers and they hold the bureaucracy system of the
British Company office. India Artisans served on the field of railway and telegram. The
skilled Indian workers became amazing in their field. The Uganda –Kenya railway track
was the main reason Indians settled in Kenya, through the railway contract the recruitment
was taken place that time for the building of the track 32000 Indians came to Kenya in
between 1896 to 1901. (Odhiambo, 1974)

Political Contribution
The Asian community very actively involved in Kenyan development process since
long. The Indians vigorously participate in two major dimensions one is Political which is
involved political role of Indians for host country like political participation, contributions
in nation building process, participation in state building process and political movement for
social, political and economic rights. Another important factor is economic contribution for
Kenyan society like trade, printing press some people said Indians economic contribution
was invaluable or very exploitative but Indian always actively participation in Kenya for
make it success of state building process. A long history behind it, Indians came to Kenya

and participated in forever development of Kenya; both countries were connected through
maritime trade in Indian Ocean. Indian labours came to Kenya very large number for
railway track construction but after the construction Indians permanently settled in the
British protector of East African coast which is covers all the regions of modern country like
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. After the World War II settled Asians actively participated
themselves any kind of occupation like railway artisan, printing press, plantations area, the
police forces, bureaucracy etc in Nairobi. Their commercial contribution brought a steady
economic development in Kenya and all over the east Africa coast. The history indicates the
contribution of Indians during the freedom struggle of Kenyan. Similarly, Indians taken by
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the British but they were still now continuously involved in development process of Kenya,
this relationship brought a great change between two countries to strengthen their bilateral
relation. (Oonk, 2004)
Role of Indians in Trade Union Movement
To improve the interest of the workers and protect the workers’ rights from colonial
rules, the trade unions were born in Kenya. The Kenya is a large agricultural land in African
and land was the sources of income at that time. When lands were alienated by the white
settlers under leased system then later it was declared African reserves under Crown colony.
People became landless and lose their means of survival; there were no way to
accommodated him. Forcefully they became labour in your own land to fulfil their needs.
Because of minimal wages system that not enough for them to carry out their needs. The
colonial master only used Africans as a commodity to boost the European economy. By the
time situation became worst. In 1930 beginning of the colonialism the Asians were the first
who agitating against colonialism through the unions, Asians were very skilled labour under
the British government they mostly migrated from South Asians. The trade unions are the
mediator between workers and government, it was always tried to develop welfare of the
workers. The situations of the workers were worsening under imperialist ruler, so people

tried to gathering themselves and formed the unions; it was the organization of workers. The
association carried all the responsibilities to bring good and fair deals for their members and
it’s always tried to connect with people’s problem through the unions. (Zeleza, 1993)
When Kenyan people remember the struggle of Kenyan national movement then they
must talking about the most nationalist revolution of Mau Mau and Kapenguria detention
camp of six most prominent activist of the movement like- Achieng’ Oneko, Paul Ngei,
Fred Kubai, Jomo Kenyata, Bildad Kaggia and Kungu Karumba and along with most
important trade unionist Makhan Singh, Tom Mboya, Oginga Odinga and even Daniel Arap

Moi was the famous activist who fought against colonial power as a trade unionist. The
Makhan Singh was main iconic leader of entire Trade union movement as an Indian Origin
he was the first leader who made it success until the achieve of movement goal. The first
longest and durable trade union organization was Labour Trade Union of Kenya (LTUK)
which was established in 1934 by the Indian and African joint cooperation in East Africa
and later it was renamed its name to Labour Trade Union of East Africa. This LTUEA took
part in Mombasa General Strike in 1939. In this strike the LTUEA organizing workers for
sympathy rallies who took parts in general strike in Nairobi city. Indeed, the blueprint of
most of strikes gradually became more experienced by the time of mid 1950 in Kenya. At
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that time strikes assemble like impetus during the war. The result of war was extension of
working class in the various sectors like agriculture, industry and armed force. This
expansion reached and seen various different from period 1938 to 1945 and other 98000
people who served in military force. In total the increasing of African employees in various
sectors from 1936 to 1945 were shocking expansion including women, children and men.
This trend of increasing not only based on numerical basic, it was also developed the
stability of the work. (Gregory, 1993: 52-55)
Due to wave of Second World War in 1942 brought the economic crisis in entire war.
The continuous growth of the working class and increasing interest toward industries
basically urban places and united during the wartime and gave explosive wave of strikes.
The wartime period was became worst for working class people, they could not afforded
their basics needs like standard of living and housing ration problem worsened. Country
faced severe food shortages and lack of goods availability seen during the wartime.
According to East African Production and Supply council gave their statement over the
period that 1942-1943 greatest food crisis of the war. In 1941 and 1942 many strikes taken
place in various part of Kenya like Mombasa, Nairobi etc to increases of wages due to faced
the highest cost of living. To control ongoing situation the government and other head of

department were forced to grant increases of wages. Another result of the strikes was that
the government became obliged to replace the Trade Union Ordinance of 1937 by a slightly
improved the trade union law which was known as Trade Unions and Trade Disputes
Ordinance, 1943. During the 1943 more strikes were taken place by the African workers and
all these strikes continued by the only workers of entire African no one tribes involved in it.
All the leaders of these strikes were led the protest without any tribal mindset and these
strikes were a great national upsurge, which was the government never ignored it.
Moreover, by the second half of the 1944 all the nationalist leaders who had been in
detention under the Defence regulations they had been released and again they were active

in this struggle. A new situation was arisen in the country. (Singh, 1969)
Indians in Nationalist Movement
The first general strike taken place in Nairobi in 1922 against colonial capitalist and
depression of workers. The imperialist government decided to impose taxes over them. This
strike led by the east African Association under the leadership of Harry Thuku, it was a
nationalist organization. The EAA activist spread everywhere of Kenya and such kind of
situation made so much frightened to colonial government. In this strike the Kovirondo
association would join hand with EAA and made the strike along with organization stronger.
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In 1922 the government arrested to leader Harry Thuku to deport and restricted him at a
remote area of Kenya. Arrest of leader could not bearable for African workers they sudden
started demonstrated against Harry’s detain at Nairobi and many others part of Kenya’s
territory. This demonstration soon emerged in general strike and workers demanded released
of Harry, and ultimately this strike was basically labour oriented like they demonstrated
against colonialism. Through this strikes they demand eradication of Kipande, and forced
labour and increases of wages, developed the working condition, decreased the taxes over
them, return to alienated land from owners, reduced medical bills, provisions for higher and
secondary education and provide good social amenities for working class people

and in

political rights they demanded seats in Legislative council for African and removed crown
colony tag over Kenya. (Gregory, 1993: 39-40)
The result of this strike was massacre of about 150 people who lost their life in this
demonstration. Thus on that historic day the tree of Uhuru was watered with blood of
martyrs and became sources of inspiration in this path. The resentment among people havoc
people lives and seen in reduced of the wages. In 1925 the EAA changed its name to Kikuyu
Central Association but goal and aim was same. In 1928 this organization led under the
leadership of Mzee Jomo Kenyatta as a General Secretary. Early 1930 were marked as a

suffering period to give potential to spring national upsurge amongst Africans in all parts of
Kenya, which revolved on land. The Africans and other organizations were submitting
memorandum and evidence to the Kenya Land Commission. This commission was
appointed in April 1932, through the efforts of African people, organizations and African
leaders including Jomo Kenyatta, Harry Thuku, Kangethe, Kariuki etc. The forced labour by
the settlers gave the strong preference towards build the trade unionism who suffered most
under the colonial capitalist. Mombasa became the centre of all strike because it was city at
that time ad created feared for government and they detested every single efforts of the
Capitalist government through this strike.
Due to cut of wages by the Stevedoring companies the Dockworkers went on strike in
1934, July and this was introduced the upcoming Mombasa General Strike which was came
in to force in 1939. In this strikes over 6000 workers involved and flee from various parts of
the African and they were employed of PWD, railway, Oil Company, Printing press,
electrician, municipality workers etc. The strike based on same demands higher wages,
develop the working conditions, reduce working period from 9 to 8, provide a good life for
working class housing, education, medical and recognised the trade unions, pension
schemes and workmen’s compensation. The government appointed an Inquiry Commission
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to go into the demands of the Mombasa Strikes. The Labour Trade Union of East Africa
which was led by the Indian leader Makhan Singh and established by him submitted a
compressive memorandum gave oral evidence to the Mombasa Labour Inquiry
Commission. (Zeleza, 1993)
Indians in Mau Mau Revolution
The land freedom was the main reason to resist from colonial power. The colonial
power established to control labour resource through administrative system. During the pre
colonial era, both migrant labour and an African working class people maintain deep ties
between them because of disposed of land. Both two groups gather like militant posture to
fight against it. Exploitative behaviour by European settles also shocked to Militancy and
they strongly opposed to formation of trade union. An outbreak of Mau Mau rebellion in
1952 was the first nationalist movement against colonial power and member of this revolt
the largest tribe Kikuyu then Embu, Meru and Kamba took an oath and unite against
colonial power and fight for freedom struggle. The revolution began with that oath and
people of Kenya embarked to achieve independence on its hard long road of struggle. In
1953 the revolution led by Jomo Kenyatta and imprisonment for 7years and similarly
another most important fighter was Dedan Kimathi resistance of colonialism he also arrested

by 1956 and hanged by the colonialist government. Another contribution of trade unions
was also played a major role to protect from colonial power to Kenya. Initially, formal
unions were organised themselves under the leadership of Makhan Singh and other African
trade unionists. Both those leaders the Labour Trade Union of East Africa and the East
African Trade Union Congress was established and led by them also participated in freedom
struggle. But due to racial segregation it was so difficult to organized people that‘s why
colonial government tried to sought to divide unions among racial division because of
multiracial was prohibited. In 1922 Sudh Singh formed the Railway Artisan Union for
organised Asian and African workers. (Durani, 2009)
All this political turmoil Kenya was put under the state emergency from 1952 to 1959.
Due to outbreak of Mau Mau rebellion thousand of Kenyan was imprisoned by British
colonial power in detention camp. In 1954 all the races of African admitted into the Kenya
Legislative Council on a representative basis. This policy attempt to separate the movement
and those who wanted to support the government they involved it and those who not
interested then they agitated with government. The establishment of central federation of
trade union instead of EATUC decision taken by the Labour department and allowed to
formed the new union which were opposed by them in earlier. As the order and policy of
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government two unions legally registered and emerged with the members of LTUEA that
unions were Nightwatchmen, Clerk’s and Shopmakers Union and East African Federation
of Building and Construction Workers these unions organized by the LTUEA leaders.
Another substitute came to floor that was Kenya Federation of Registered Trade Union who
observed everything during the movement. The African leaders became directionless and
moving different direction that time the most radical Mau Mau leader Aggrey Minya and his
group discussed about to established a new registered union federation. After that Minya
and his associates came to accord with Labour Department to draw a constitution for
KFRTU. The entire struggle the trade unions were suffered most like it’s loosed their
political rights and restricted them its political participation and later the Mau Mau revolt
was declared as a nationalist movement. The end of result the Kikuyu leader of Mau Mau
groups people hold the government and ruled the country and trade unions were sided from
democracy with interference of the government. Later due to ideological disputes it was
separated the organization and formed the registered union that was COTU with main
registered unions. (Zeleza, 1979)
Indians in Press / Media
Media is always played a key factor to mobilized people in every sphere. Through the

media people can aware about the situation where they reside, their rights and struggle. That
is why media is a fourth pillar in democracy. Not only today when our civilization was
started people shared their ideas to another using various non technical methods but
gradually development of the technology, media became easier to communicate with each
other and shared your ideas through this process. Similarly, in East Africa Indian
community played very instrumental role to develop the press in Kenya. In early 20th
century Mr. A.M. Jeevanjee was started first national news papers in entire East Africa that
were The African Standard, Mombasa Times and Uganda Argues. Then gradually several
newspapers and weekly journals were came to mobilized the people and participated in

nation building process of East Africa. Basically Asian communities was main stream in
journalism they tied with the political issues related and affected various racial communities
very easily. The Asian community was concerned to published radical thoughts and all the
publication related to reform of colonial power on behalf of the oppressed people. (Durani,
2006)
There were several reasons to established Asian press in East Africa by Asian
community. All the press was European based newspapers and magazines occupied by
colonial government then Asian felt that they need a community based press which was
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helped to this struggle. The most of publication served them in Gujarati language but Asian
also want to expose their grievances and goal a particular platform so they began to
published in English language as well as Gujarati and intentionally they wanted to obtain the
attention of British government. Then Asian communities tried to added Africans grievances
and information in their own publication openly through the African authors. Then they
slowly added local language Kiswahili and published this language because it was simple
understanding for the local people. The Asian owned newspapers of this period took a
firmly anti-imperialist line. The main ones were the Kenyan Daily Mail, the Colonia Times
and the Daily Chronicle. The Pandya family in Mombasa published the Kenya Daily Mail in
1927-1964; G L Vidyarthi of Nairobi started the Colonial Times in 1933. In 1943 Vidyathi
recruited a team of gifted young journalists and upgraded it, with D K Sharda responsible
for the English section, Haroon Ahmed for the Gujarati and Pranlal Sheth one of its
outstanding journalists and main reporter. The paper became a great success due to the
lively style of writing and keen reporting and it was covering the entire Asian struggles of
Asians and Africans for equal rights, but more especially because of its coverage of the
independent movement in India. (Patel,2006)
In this group Pio Gama Pinto also involved and writing for Colonial Times early

period. He was from Goan community and man of many interest and talented. He was an
Indo-Kenyan origin who involved Kenyan struggle until mainstream politics. He used the
journalism as a weapon to mobilize the people and his Colonial Times ran till 1962. The Pio
Gama Pinto’s earliest foray into journalism in Kenya had been in 1950 when he was still
working as a civil servant and wrote reports on hockey matches for the Daily Chronicle.
When it was sold the following year he briefly became its editors. He also had grand plans
to published papers in different dialects. Through this journalism he aware the people and
uniting the Kenyan people without any racial motivation and campaign against British
settlers. (Patel, 2006; 451)
Political Upsurge and Indians Role
Basically there was three main groups who involved entire freedom struggle both
labour movement and Mau Mau revolution and sometimes they go beyond.(1) The Mau
Mau group which were get support from Kikuyu groups and used the unions to help the
nationalist revolt; (2) Minya group who not involved in Mau Mau revolution but some of
them kept a good relationship with Mau Mau and when emergency declared to continue the
movement it helped; and (3) last is Tom Mboy who never associated with this Mau Mau
revolution. In this overall movement and emergency the Minya was the controversial and
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essential figure who support the dissociated to Mau Mau movement. Of these three groups
were successfully and primarily hold the labour movement in the early fifties and
government tried to become it more crucial and effective. But after the emergency the
ideological differenced taken place on the basic of supporting to Mau Mau revolt. Then two
groups seen one is Occupational and another is tribal part. In the senses of that those groups
support to Kenyan freedom struggle under the African rule but the non-Kikuyu and lower
middle class leaders supported to violence method neither important nor acceptable. This
nationalist struggle was benefited for nationalist bourgeois leaders for long term from this
revolt. (Stichter, 1975)
In 1951 to 1952 between periods was most important because both movement were on
highest point in Kenya. Due to increases of union movement there was a major change taken
place in mid 1952 by the Labour Department brought repressive policies to control trade
unions. To control growth of labour union the government tried to set up a pro-government
branch of the union to counter the Mau Mau nationalist union. This policy attempt to
separate the movement and those who wanted to support the government they involved it
and those who not interested then they agitated with government. The establishment of
central federation of trade union instead of EATUC decision taken by the Labour

department and allowed to formed the new union which were opposed by them in earlier. As
the order and policy of government two unions legally registered and emerged with the
members of LTUEA that unions were Nightwatchmen, Clerk’s and Shopmakers Union and
East African Federation of Building and Construction Workers these unions organized by
the LTUEA leaders. Another substitute came to floor that was Kenya Federation of
Registered Trade Union who observed everything during the movement. The African
leaders became directionless and moving different direction that time the most radical Mau
Mau leader Aggrey Minya and his group discussed about to established a new registered
union federation. After that Minya and his associates came to accord with Labour

Department to draw a constitution for KFRTU. According to treaty Minya must followed
the rules of the Labour Board work with properly and Non-politically, then it must took a
place in Labour Advisory Board. (Zeleze, 1993)
Finally, the KFRTU was officially inaugurated in 1952 and it’s led with five affiliated
unions the Domestic and Hotel Workers Union and others. The Muchegi Karanja became
President of the KFRTU and Minya became its general secretary. After four month the main
Mau Mau and trade union activist Kubai, Kaggia and George were arrested during the state
emergency period in November 1952. During this emergency one type police sweep period
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because almost 183 unions and leaders were detained and the KCA activist and LTUEA
leader Jesse Kariuki was arrested. After the end of emergency, the some changes taken place
like those union’s branches were inactive which was banned during emergency and Eldoret
and Nakuru braches totally stopped under the Kikuyu areas. When KFRTU was formed then
five unions merged with it but after emergency the EAFBCWC, NCSU, DHWU and other
unions finally separated them. According to government perspective the role of KFRTU
wings was to control unions and to provide an alternative choice to legitimate path of grip to
expression in workforce. That’s why the Labour Department banned these unions during the
emergency even with non- European also did not support it. In 1953 the Central federation
of trade union, the KFRTU was played most important role that was under the pressure of
government the KFRTU union approved a declaration to denounce the Mau Mau revolution
and refused to support any strikes which could be led by the leaders not in labour union
movement. When Tom Mboy became head of the KFRTU in 1953 then he started openly
criticized the situations and revolt during the emergency period. He spoke openly about
injustice and suffering period which was result of government conducting the state
emergency, such as situation of detention camp, detention without any trial, mismanagement
of the forces and Kikuyu situations and injustice really intolerable. Tom Mboy also pointed
out that the KFRTU was a instrument of Government hand and government used to KFRTU

to prevent the Mau Mau revolution in Nairobi otherwise it was same when Minya taken in
1953. (Stichter, 1975)
Post Independence Positions of Indians in Kenya
After independence Kenya government side Indo Kenyan leaders from Kenyan
politics, all the dedications of Indians, love for host land, sacrifices became only history for
Kenya. From mainstream politics Jomo Kenyatta forgot pay attention to the leaders those
who sacrifices their life to free Kenya. Among them Trade Union leader Makhan Singh was
main who led the trade union movement and detained for 11 years. Post independence of

East African countries ‘politics sharply seen the racial hatred. Similarly, the process of
Africanisation became another chance for the participation of Indian communities in
Kenyan politics. Africa for Africa hatred slogan made a way for remove the non Africans
from African society. Less than 1% of the total population of Indians constituted and they
have been always been suffers for racial detestation. Indigenous leaders of East Africa
claimed that Indians brought by the colonial powers after the attainment of freedom. But its
true fruit of independence became possible because keeping Asians in Kenya. They were
first who aware the people and their rights and led the political movement. Without any
political power and governmental institutions Indians ready to fight where there is no
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possibilities participated in Kenyan politics because until 1944 colonial government curtail
all the rights of the people. But despite the entire situation Indians achieved some political
power and successfully untied people to make it success. During the period of liberations
Indians gave their support to Kenyan leaders to achieve this independence, they helped
Jomo Kenyatta to free from detention trial by Indian descent Mr. De Souza and A R Kapila
and corporate to him attainment of independent. Through the Indian associations they got
enough support and established good Afro-Asian communities in overseas relation.
Because of active engagement of the Mr. De Souza in Kenya politics he became the first
Deputy speaker and occupied a seat in independent Kenya. Post independence few Indians
took special positions in Kenyan mainstream politics and occupied positions under Kenyatta
government. Among them Pio Gama Pinto served in Kenyan parliament in 1964, Mr. De
Souza occupied a seat from Parkland constituency, Nairobi, Mr. Murumbi he was half
Indian he also served for Westland constituency. But it was harsh truth that under the
Kenyatta government Jomo Kenyatta discouraged Asians contributions in Kenyan politics
because Africa for African and only Africans were allowed to rule the country. Afterwards
only two Indians from Indian community occupied two seats Parkland constituency in 1979
by Mr. Krishna Gautama and Westland constituency in 1980 by Mr. Amir Walji. (Nanjira,
1976, 110-12)
By the time Indians community lost their interest from Kenyan politics because of
marginalised political sphere last four decades. Political instability and process of election
ruined the interest of the Indians from mainstream politics.
Result and Outcome
The wave of freedom peak the point in 20th century the call for self rule grew in East
Africa. India gain independence from Britain in 1947; its left a great impact on East African
countries and India became star hero Africa. This wave created great example and became

inspiration for all the British colonised countries. Indian community already grow their
emotions for East Africa and they started repositions to shape the Kenyan politics. The
Indians are very active group in East Africa they ultimately obeying East Africa is home for
them, so they stick their commitment to build new Africa through the local citizenship and
their contribution build the strong Afro-Asians relation. But process of Africanisation
always creates distrust about their protections of life and property rights could hold the local
citizenship or not. So, acceptance of the local citizen rights implies the Indians were from
now no subjects of under British colonies. After India gain Independence Prime Minister
late Mr. Nehru also encouraged Indians to settled there and align with Africans and support
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to African independence struggle. In added he also said that those who residing in East
Africa could not supposed to expect any kind of protection from the Government of India.
Align with African was the way for Indians Diaspora to permanently settled in Africa. But
in current scenario the Indian Government actively connected with Indian Diaspora in every
parts of the world. Now political situation and circumstances has been change people
actively want to connect with home land and host land.
Conclusion
After analysis overall article it’s clear that the presence of the Indians in Kenya
created a remarkable history. They were played key role in Kenyan political journey from
labour to legal. They are prime objects in political journey of Kenya and became path finder
of Kenyan freedom struggle. They were those people who awaken the people of Kenya and
became safeguard for them. To fight against colonialism unite the people and awake their
political rights and duties for their country. (Uhuru Sansa) Kenya Freedom Makhan Singh
was the first Indian who raised his voice against colonialism and led the foundation of trade
union movement but after attainment of the independence forgot Sikh hero Singh and sided
rest Indians from Kenyan history. Today they are invisible in Kenyan mainstream politics
and rarely hold political offices or somehow they are totally absent in government positions.

They are major characters who helped the country in nation building process. Political
marginalization lost their interest in mainstream politics.
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ABSTRACT
Medicine is a natural art born out of the instinct of self-preservation. As in every other
land, medical knowledge in India must have grown out of the sheer necessity of
overcoming injury, sickness and pain. This overpowering compulsion also made man
give up the indiscriminate use of raw vegetation and meat from all sources in favor of
selective cultivation, husbandry, processing, mixing and cooking. The prehistoric art of
selecting substances which could be assimilated by the human system with benefit and
their cooking and compounding to give the most of nourishment and health forms
integral parts of the indigenous medical science of India, known as the Ayurveda. The
term ayus means duration or span of life; veda means unimpeachable knowledge. Hence
the Ayurveda is concerned mainly with prolongation of healthy life and prevention of
disease and senility and only secondarily with curing of disease. The common
translation of Ayurveda is ‘science of life’. Surgery is another survival skill which is as
old as hunting. Although there may have been several different systems of medicine in
ancient India, the texts and traditions of only one of these – Ayurveda (literally,
‘knowledge for longevity’) has come down to us. The Charaka and Sushruta Samhitas
are its earliest surviving texts. There is little evidence to substantiate the claim made by
the Ayurveda tradition that its roots lie in the Veda. Although Vedic texts do contain
ideas related to healing and medicine, these do not match those of Ayurveda. Neither is
there any indication that Ayurveda owed anything to Greek medicine; not a single Greek
loan word can be identified in its terminology. Debiprasad Chattopadhyay argues that
the medical literature represents part of a ‘secular’, i.e. non-religious empirical
tradition that, at some point of time, came to be Brahmanized. On the other hand,
Kenneth G. Zysk holds that the roots of Ayurveda lie in the milieu of the Buddhist
monasteries of early historical India, and that medical knowledge and the practice of
monks gradually spread beyond the confines of the monasteries. It is interesting to note
the interweaving of philosophical ideas, for instance, those of Samkhya, Yoga and
Vaisheshika, in the medical texts.
Keywords: Surgery, Ayurveda, Myths, Medicine, Buddhist, Jain, Hindu
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Introduction
Medicine is a natural art born out of the instinct of self-preservation. As in every other
land, medical knowledge in India must have grown out of the sheer necessity of overcoming
injury, sickness and pain. This overpowering compulsion also made man give up the
indiscriminate use of raw vegetation and meat from all sources in favor of selective
cultivation, husbandry, processing, mixing and cooking. The prehistoric art of selecting
substances which could be assimilated by the human system with benefit and their cooking
and compounding to give the most of nourishment and health forms integral parts of the
indigenous medical science of India, known as the Ayurveda. The term ayus means duration
or span of life; veda means unimpeachable knowledge. Hence the Ayurveda is concerned
mainly with prolongation of healthy life and prevention of disease and senility and only
secondarily with curing of disease. The common translation of Ayurveda is ‘science of life’.
Surgery is another survival skill which is as old as hunting.1
Although there may have been several different systems of medicine in ancient India,
the texts and traditions of only one of these – Ayurveda (literally, ‘knowledge for
longevity’) has come down to us. The Charaka and Sushruta Samhitas are its earliest
surviving texts. There is little evidence to substantiate the claim made by the Ayurveda

tradition that its roots lie in the Veda. Although Vedic texts do contain ideas related to
healing and medicine, these do not match those of Ayurveda. Neither is there any indication
that Ayurveda owed anything to Greek medicine; not a single Greek loan word can be
identified in its terminology. Debiprasad Chattopadhyay argues that the medical literature
represents part of a ‘secular’, i.e. non-religious empirical tradition that, at some point of
time, came to be Brahmanized. On the other hand, Kenneth G. Zysk holds that the roots of
Ayurveda lie in the milieu of the Buddhist monasteries of early historical India, and that
medical knowledge and the practice of monks gradually spread beyond the confines of the
monasteries. It is interesting to note the interweaving of philosophical ideas, for instance,

those of Samkhya, Yoga and Vaisheshika, in the medical texts.2
The growth of the healing art is a part of the natural process of man’s adjustment to
his environment, and the origin of the Ayurveda cannot be credited to any particular age,
place or person, despite many legends to the contrary. Such legends describing a divine
origin and corresponding antiquity of the Ayurveda are found in the introductory passages
of many Ayurvedic texts, e.g. the Charaka, the Sushruta and other Samhitas. It is recorded
that Brahma (the creator) was the divine source of this science, which was brought into
existence before the creation of mankind. The knowledge passed from him to the God
1
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2
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Daksapati, then to the two celestial physicians (the twin Asvinkumaras), later to Indra, the
god-king, and finally to Bharadvaja, the semi-divine sage. Bharadvaja taught this science to
a conference of sages meeting somewhere in the Himalayas with the common objects of
alleviating human sacrifice and assuring a long, healthy and satisfactory life to all human
beings. The same or similar legends are found in many works, sometimes in greater details.
But these legends hardly possess any historical value.3
As far as recorded knowledge goes, the earliest instances of rational medical
knowledge are to be found in the Rigveda and the Atharvaveda, both of the second
millennium B.C. But there is much evidence to show that the Ayurveda was preceded by an
earlier medical knowledge developed by the builders of the Indus civilization. The Aryans
developed it by taking up the beliefs and practices of the ‘black-skinned indigenous people’,
speculating and experimenting freely in their own way, learning much and unlearning that
which was patently wrong.4 The medical knowledge of the pre-Aryan Indians has been so
thoroughly mixed, diluted and absorbed into the Ayurvedic system that it is an almost
hopeless task to attempt to separate the earlier knowledge which survives only in some
tantras and in the non-Ayurvedic medicine still practiced. In the beliefs and practices of the
primitive aboriginal tribes of India, a storehouse of this ancient knowledge can be discerned.

The reputation of medical skill possessed by nomadic gypsy tribes, which spread from India
into Europe and the Mediterranean lands, can also be attributed to primitive knowledge.
Some examples of ancient Dravida medical lore are believed to have survived intact without
debasement in non- Ayurvedic systems of medicine still surviving in parts of South India
and are found codified in existing treatises in Tamil and other south Indian languages. The
fragmentary remnants of Agadatantra (use of poisons and venoms in curing diseases and
treatment of bites of poisonous animals and poisonings) found in various ancient works and
of Bhutavidya (black magic and treatment of mental diseases and possessions) found in
Vedic lore and in Ayurvedic treatises testify to the existence of lost branches of non-

Ayurvedic medical knowledge incorporated in the Ayurveda. In the Ramayana, Ravana, the
demon (non-Aryan) king is said to be a master of many sciences including medical science;
and the prince Lakshmana is resuscitated from a mortal injury by the medical skill of the
apes, that is dark- skinned aborigines.5
During the Aryan period, healing art was recognized as a part of the sacramental
duties of the priests. The priest-sorcerers were physicians, par excellence, though wandering
men, mentioned in the Atharveda, also practiced medicine and surgery. The tradition of
medicine as part of the religious lore continued unbroken up to the later period of the
3
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Ayurvedic treatises, in which medical science is declared to be a upanga (part) of the
Atharveda , the physician a special votary of the same Veda and also Ayurveda as an
upaveda (secondary Veda), forming part of the Rigveda.6
The Aryans personified the natural and cosmic forces as gods, and their influence was
considered supreme in curing and causing illness. Water was the primordial element of the
Aryans, ‘In the waters is the nectar of immortality, and in the water is the potent curative
power.’ The hymn, osadhistuti (ode to healing plants), is addressed to soma, the moon God
and the divine ruler of plant, and also a terrestrial plant from which sacrificial liquor is
prepared.7 The medical references in the earlier samhitas are casual and fragmentary, but the
later Vedic works are distinguished by a search for order and by speculations about origins
and underlying causes. A number of passages contain plausible theories about the
composition of living and non-living matter, the biological functions, the relationship of the
sharira (human body and organism) to its environment, the nature of the vital and motive
forces in a living body, and other matters. The theory that the same five elements, prithvi
(earth or solid), apas (water or liquid), vayu (air or gas), jyoti (fire or radiant energy) and
akasa (ether or empty space) constitute the human body (microcosm) as well as the
macrocosm is accepted as axiomatic truth in many passages. Life in its various

manifestations is said to have three possible types of origin, andaja (oviparous), jarayuja
(viviparous) and svedaja (born by combined effect of warmth and moisture). The vayu
(wind) in the human organism is classified into five types according to physiological
locations and functions and the idea of identifying vayu with the nervous system (with
motor and sensory functions and control of the seat of consciousness as well as the
involuntary muscles) is clearly discernible. Physiological data, presumably obtained by
dissection, are found in many passages. The human body is supposed to contain, dispersed
in all its parts, 100 dhamanis (major blood- carrying tubes), 1,000 hiras (minor veins etc.),
7,200 hitas (extremely minute capillaries) and 10,800 pesas (muscle-fibres). The therapeutic

values of milk and milk products are described in later Vedic texts also; milk compounded
with turmeric is recommended for jaundice; freshly churned milk is said to be of great dietic
value to children and pregnant woman, bur clarified butter is recommended for healthy
adults; clarified butter mixed with various drugs is given for preventing miscarriage.8
Some surprisingly advanced theories and valid observations are found in a work styled
Garbha Upanishad, the antiquity of which has been doubted by many scholars. The suspect
passages may also have been interpolated at a later date. It contains, among other things, a
detailed description of the periodic changes which occur in the foetus during the period of
6
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gestation, a theory of metabolic changes occurring on the body and a list of the six different
tastes, seven body elements (blood, flesh, fat, connective tissues, bones, marrow and semen)
and three waste products (stool, urine and sweat). Vedic literature furnishes us with an array
of medical facts and theories which are impressive, considering their antiquity. This
knowledge must have served as a valuable source material for the later science of Ayurveda.
Many of the physiological ideas are retained with modifications and elaborations in the
latter.9
Ancient Indian priestly medical tradition continued to progress in Buddhist India, in a
secular nature. It became a prominent feature of the Buddhist universities. It was diligently
studied and nourished in the precincts of the monasteries, royal palaces and commoner’s
houses, as well. It seems that a member of the layman had an equal fascination for it and
showed genuine interest in this branch of science. An encouragement from the society
helped to enrich and elevate the medical science in ancient India. Unfortunately, as the
centuries passed by, this science was over shadowed by Tantrism whereby its free and
genuine development was marred. An anti-secularism crept in the science of medicine.
Gradually it was concealed behind the dark veil of secrecy, which was one of the
characteristics of Tantrism and Mantrism. A common man was thus denied an access to it

and an ignorant custodian of this valuable science curbed its growth.10
In early days of the Samgha (Order) many young and old, healthy and unhealthy had
joined the Order. It became obligatory on the part of the Order to look after the health of
each and every member of the Order. Amongst them there were some who knew the science
of medicine and they volunteered to serve the sickly monks. However, the medicines
prescribed by them required a sanction from the Samgha. Samgha had sanctioned some of
the medicines and rejected some; a long list of such medicines is available in the Vinaya
Texts.11
Milindapanha informs us that a man suffers because of eight things namely – bile (pitta),
wind (vata), phlegm (semha), all the three together, owing to climatic changes, unbalanced
diet, sudden pain in the body, owing to result of an act (karma).12
Amongst these, the first three are more important namely wind (vata), bile (pitta) and
phlegm (Semha). The wind (vata) is agitated owing to ten reasons such as – cold, heat,
hunger, thirst, over eating, exertion, state of having temperature, intensive work, much of
raining, the result of ones karma.13
9
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The Pitta (bile) is agitated owing to three things namely – cold, heat, unbalanced food.14
The Semha (phlegm) is agitated owing to three reasins namely – cold, heat, the food and
drinks that one takes.15
To control these elements five medicines are generally prescribed.16
Vinaya Pitaka has a special chapter on medicine named as “Bhesajjakhandha.” Buddha has
allowed monks to use five things as medicines, such as Sappi (ghee), Navanita (butter),
Telam (oil), madhu (honey) and Phanita (molasses). These are the basic forms of medicines
which were commonly used by the people. These five medicines were allowed to take at
proper and improper time till a sick one gets cure and revives health. Besides these, there are
other various types of medicines found in Pali literature.17
The fundamental conceptions and observations on different subjects, scattered pell-mell in
Vedic literature, were collected together under appropriate titles from the sixth century B.C.
onwards in separate texts known as sutras.18

Erudite and comprehensive treatises were also written on most of the subjects, and a
part of this vast literature survives up to the present time. Followers of all religious faiths –
Brahmanas, Buddhists, Jains and others- contributed to this specialized literature. In
medicine, the contribution of Budhhist scholars are of great significance and outstanding
value. Nagarjuna the medical author, the later Nagarjuna (who composed many treatises on
rasacikitsa, metallurgy and alchemy), Vagbhata, many of the Siddha authors of the
iatrochemical school, and nearly all the medical missionaries who carried Indian medical
science into Tibet, Central Asia, China and Ceylon were followers of the Buddhist faith.
The contributions of the Buddhist scholars contain no new features differing basically from

other works. In medicine, as in other branches of knowledge, there was no division on basis
of religion, for the Buddhists these centuries were not an isolated community but
characteristically and completely Indian in outlook.19
Some of the Buddhist canonical literature contain medical information interwoven
with religious matter. The Bhaisajyavastu, forming part of volume 3 of the Gilgit
Manuscripts, gives instructions regarding the use and dosage of medicinal drugs,
classification of plant drugs, the usefula parts of various plants, etc. But these follow
Ayurvedic tenets and are of no special value. The Civaravastu (Part 2, volume 3 of the
14
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Gilgit Manuscripts) contains a long passage on the medical training of Prince Jivaka
(physician of King Bimbisara, a contemporary of Gautama Buddha) and some of the
marvelous cures effected by him. Jivaka studied medicine at Taxila under a world-renowned
physician for the prescribed period of seven years. But, before he was given license to
practice medicine, he had to undergo a sort of practical examination prescribed by his
teacher.20
The Charaka Samhita contains several chronological layers. The origins of the work
may go back to the 3rd/2nd century BCE. The Bower manuscript contains passages very
similar to those in Charaka Samhita and indicates that Charaka was considered a medical
authority by the early 5th century CE. The name Charaka occurs in colophons at the end of
each chapter of the book. The main body of the text presents itself as containing knowledge
received by Agnivesha from his teacher, a sage named Atreya. It seems that the medical
system described in the work was known as the system of Agnivesha and that Charaka
simply edited Agnivesha’s text. In the 4th or 5th century CE, the text seems to be edited
again by a person named Dridhabala.21
The Charaka Samhita is divided into 120 chapters arranged in 8 sections: The Sutra

sections deals with pharmacology, food, certain diseases and their treatment, doctors and
quacks, and various philosophical issues. The second (Nidana) section deals with the causes
of eight important diseases. The third (Vimana) deals with issues such as taste, nutrition,
pathology and medical studies. The fourth (Sharira) deals with anatomy, embryology and
philosophy. Then there are sections dealing with diagnosis and prognosis (Indiriya), therapy
(Chikitsa), pharmacy (Kalpa), and a further discussion of therapy in general (Siddhi).22
The Sushruta Samhita too has several chronological layers. The original text, which
dealt basically with surgery, may have been composed in the late centuries BCE, but it was

added and edited over several centuries till about the 5th century CE. Commentaries on the
work mention the name of an editor Nagarjuna. The text as it has come down to us consists
of six sections. The first (Sutra) sections deals with issues such as the origin and parts of
medicine, a doctor’s training therapeutic substances, food, surgery, the treatment of wounds
and the extraction of splinters. The second (Nidana) deals with symptoms of diseases, their
pathology, prognosis, and surgery. The third (Sharira) deals with embryology, anatomy and
philosophy. Chikitsa deals with therapy, kalpa with poisons. The Uttara section deals with
eyes, teeth, children’s care, and diseases attributed to demons, etc.23

20
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The concepts of dosha (humors), dhatu (body tissues), and mala (waste products) are
central to Ayurveda. Three semi-liquid substances or doshas-vata (wind), pitte (bile, choler)
and kalpa/shleshmam (phlegum)-are supposed to circulate in the body. The vata is supposed
to be localized mostly in the large intestine, the pitta in the navel, and the kapha in the chest.
The three doshas interact with the seven basic elements of the body-chyle (the pulp to which
food is reduced in the stomach), blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow, and semen and with the
waste products produced by the body. Body fluids are visualized as carried around the body
through innumerable ducts, pipes and tubes. Sushruta uses interesting similes to explain the
function of the network of the ducts-he describes it as similar to veins on a leaf, providing
nutrition to all parts of the body through their contraction and dilation, just as a garden or
field is irrigated by water-carrying canals. Digestion is seen as the central process of bodily
functions.24
Diseases are believed to be caused either by an inordinate build-up of one of the
doshas in its location or by its movement into another area of the body. They are divided
into those that can be cured, those that can only be alleviated, and those for which there is
no cure. They are linked to other factors including lapses of judgement, the suppression of
natural urges, karma, and the influence of demons. The discussion of epidemics mentions

their connection with bad water, rats and mosquitoes. Methods of medical diagnosis include
direct perception and inference. Sushruta states that touching, looking and questioning are
the three methods that a doctor should use while examining a patient, but adds that he
should use all of his five senses. Ayurveda prescribes various kinds of therapies including
dietary regulation, massage, enemas, ointments, bloodletting, and surgery. It emphasizes
moderation, including eating, exercise, and medication.25
Ayurveda, is not limited to mere medical knowledge. It wants that all men should be
healthy, fit in body and keen in mind and that they should maintain this state as long as

possible; the ultimate ends being mundane happiness and spiritual elevation. To achieve
these objectives Ayurveda developed into a comprehensive encyclopedia of knowledge in
medical subjects like genetics, gynaecology, obstetrics, aetiology, diagnosis, therapeutics,
surgery, physiology, biology, diet, ethics, personal hygiene, preventive treatment and social
medicine; allied subjects like animal biology, botany, cultivation, pharmacognosy,
compounding and chemistry; and some subjects, not usually considered medical, like
cosmology, climatology, psychology, parapsychology, philosophy and religion. Mastery of
Ayurveda presupposes knowledge in all these fields.26
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Not only are the objectives and scope of Ayurveda more extensive than those of
formal medical science; this Indian science is also distinguished by some fundamental
theories and postulates which pervade all its precepts and practices, but which are not found
in modern medicine. These theories and concepts are, however, not all archaic or even
empirical; many are based on observations and metaphysical reasonings. These special
theories and concepts of Ayurveda merit examination even if their correctness is open to
question.27
These theories include: -28
•

Cosmic Origin of Matter and Life
According to Ayurveda, matter, energy, sentience, life, intelligence and motility, all

result from synthesis of ingredients evolved out of cosmic forces. But this synthesis is
neither a matter of accident or chance nor the result of slow and gradual evolution through
the stages of inanimate matter, lower forms and less intelligent species. Every time a new
life comes into existence inside a microscopic speck of fertilized matter, the mind, senses
and potentiality of growth are created anew out of fundamental components present in
prakrti (the ultimate ground) under the subtle influence of a momentary union with the
purusa (the absolute self-conscious principle). Prakrti which is the only source of all things

which are perceptible to the senses or discernible to the mind has eight aspects and 16
mutations, all devoid of cetana (awareness). The eight aspects are: avyakta (the
unmanifested, ultimate ground), mahan (ultimate experience), the three fundamental reaks
(sattva, rajas and tamas) and the three ahamkaras (egos) of guidance, energy and inertia. The
16 mutations are the five organs of perceptions, five organs of action, the mind and the five
tanmatras (subtile essence of matter and manifestations). Consciousness and hence life in a
living organism are the contribution of the ksetranjna (eternal, indestructible and ubiquitous
soul) which, at the moment of conception, voluntarily enters into a divine, human or
subhuman plane of existence inside a material body as karmapurusa unti death separates it.29
•

The Common Constituents of all Living and Non-Living Matter

The pancabhutas (five elementary principles of earth, water, fire, air and space) which
constitute all material substances have different properties and characteristics. The earth
principle gives mass, hardness, compactness, roughness, inertia, density, opacity, smell and
tactile sensations; the water principle gives fluidity, viscosity, coldness, softness,
unctuousness, and taste; the energy principle gives visibility to objects, colors, periodicity of
motion (Santana), digestion, anger, instantaneous response, courage, and the visual
sensation; the air principle gives perception by physical contact, all physical and
27
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physiological movements, pulsations, sense of lightness and the tactile sense; the ethereal or
space-principle gives sound, porosity, bodily cavities, functional subdivisions of the bodily
channels and tissues into finer and finer branches, and the sense of hearing. From these arise
the infinite diversity of matter, some of which are predominantly composed of one element
and some of two, three or more, with corresponding complex properties. Organic matter and
the components of living substances (and plants) are generally composed of all five
elements in different proportions and possess combinations and resultants of all the material
and physiological properties.30
•

The Theory of The Microcosm and other Philosophical Concepts
According to this theory man is an epitome of the universe, a ‘microcosm’ of the

macrocosm. Both the universe and man are manifestations of one and the same eternal
spirit. Spirit and matter are equally integrated in both. The material contents of both are
constituted of the same five primal elements, endowing their specific and resultant
characteristics to both. Like the infinite diversity present in the universe, the different units
comprising the body are numerous to count. In the mind of man also there are as many
moods as in nature. Similar to the office of the Brahman in the universe is that of the purusa
in man; both can create life by the act of impregnation, both are unlimited in might and

potentiality; the true nature of both are unknown and unknowable. The concept of the
‘microcosm’ follows the philosophical doctrines of the Samkhya and Vedanta schools of
Indian thought.31
•

Genetics and Embryology
The purusa is infinite in number, each a disembodied soul capable of penetrating

anywhere in space. When a soul enters into the complex of sperm and ovum, formed by the
act of mating, it immediately endows the impregnated matter with its own attributes of
consciousness, perception, creative ability, volitional movement and faculties of

observation, knowledge, self-expression and self-maintenance. The three gunas also are
impregnated by the karmapurusa, though in varying proportions, so that men differ in
character and ability. But the purusa, transformed into the individual karmapurusa, remains
unchanged in essence, because it is eternal and immutable.32
•

The Three Humours
The humoral theory of Ayurveda makes a comprehensive approach to the three major

branches of medical knowledge, namely physiology, pathology and treatment. A proper
assessment of the Ayurvedic science is largely dependent upon an understanding of this
30
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unified theory, and of the significance and real nature of the three humours. The actual term
used in Ayurveda is ‘tridosa.’ Vayu, pitta and kapha are supposed to be present in all living
creatures, diffused simultaneously in every minute portion of the organism, and to activate
and govern the entire biologicalprocess between conception and death. Ayurvedic ideas
represent them as manifestations of universal motile, fiery and placid phenomena. The
normal physiological processes represent the normal and complementary balanced
manifestations of the principles in the microcosm. Individual shortcomings and congenital
defects can be ascribed to their imbalance at conception, pathological conditions and
diseases as casual manifestations of their temporary imbalance, paucity, excess or
derangement. Hence diseases can be cured by restoring the desired equilibrium or by
pacification, restitution or expulsion of the offending dosas. These curative measures are
possible by administering bhesajas (substances having the desired potentiality of restitution,
restoration or pacification) and by the process of cleansing, evacuation or surgery.33
•

Digestion, Metabolism and Elimination

According to Ayurveda, life and biological processes are dependent upon the production of
heat inside the organism. This body-heat comes out of food which also nourishes and
maintains the organism through its metabolic transformations. Ingested food and drink pass

onto the stomach, become minutely dispersed by the digestive fluid present there, and their
assimilable contents turn into a sweet, frothy, mucus-like fluid. This process of digestion,
carried out by agni (digestive fire), continues unti the fluid becomes acid, issues out of the
stomach and excites the secretion of thin bile. At this stage it is an assimilable, nutritive
fluid known as rasa, which is pumped by the heart through 24 major channels and permeates
the entire system. Rasa constantly moistens, nourishes, maintains and irrigates the organism
by processes which are not completely understood. It also tranquilizes, lubricates and
vitalizes the body. While flowing through the liver and spleen it obtains a red coloring
matter; this colored modification of the potent rasa is known as rakta (blood).34
•

Medical Anthropology

According to Ayurveda, medical treatment should be oriented not only to diseases but also
to the patient and the prevalent climate, season and environmental factors. In fact, the
patient is considered to be the premier factor in deciding upon the course of the treatment.
Different treatments are necessary for patients of different ages, sexes,
race, castes, habits, habitat, diets, physical conditions, physiological constitutions, vitality,
appetites and metabolisms even when their symptoms are identical. A proper case history
should include all these factors. There is also the possibility of a hereditary malady which
33
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requires different treatment from an acquired condition with the same symptoms. A patient
who has suddenly changed his place of residence, or his accustomed diet, or has been
exposed to an unaccustomed climate also requires special treatment. A physician should
also be under no illusion about the special difficulties involved in treating nobleman, highranking officers of the state, learned pundits, persons with high-strung nerves, laymen with
pretensions to medical knowledge, sly or secretive persons, persons without relatives or
friends, destitutes, persons lacking self-control, sex-conscious women, very old people and
infants.35
•

Maintenance of Health

According to Ayurveda the best way to avoid diseases, is to keep a strict check on diet,
habits and hazards which are likely to cause an aggravation. Similarly the best way to gain
in health and vigor, both physical and mental, is to live in such a way that the inherent
humoral imbalance is gradually rectified or counterbalanced. With these ends in view,
Ayurveda has formulated and extensive series of rules concerning daily and seasonal diets,
routine and conduct which can maintain, and gradually improve, physical health and mental
level, ward off senile decay and promote longevity.36
•

Sleep and Dreams

The phenomena of sleep and temporary loss of external consciousness have exercised the
imaginations of natural philosophers and Ayurveda too recommends this as it helps in the
good maintenance of health.37
The term astanga (eight-limbed) used in the titles of Vagbhata’s works is actually a
synonym of Ayurveda which, from ancient times, has been supposed to contain eight
branches of medical knowledge. These branches are enumerated in the introductory
passages of all important Ayurvedic works though most of them specialize in one or at most

two branches and give only limited space to the rest. The lists given by Charaka, Sushruta
and Vagbhata are identical though different in order. Charaka uses the term
visagaravairodhikaprasamana for antidotes and cures for poisons and venoms in place of
agada (toxicology). The eight branches and their topics include38: 1.

Kayacikitsa (therapeutics) dealing with the aetiology, diagnosis, prognosis, treatment
and recommended diets in fevers, gastro-intestinal irritations, coughs, consumptive
maladies, urinary complaints and other ailments, curable by the administration of
drugs, externally or internally.39

35
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Salyatantra (surgical knowledge) divided into two branches; the first deals with
diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of conditions amenable to surgical methods,
specifications and uses of different surgical instruments, methods of bleeding,
cauterization by heat and alkali, use of leeches, and minor surgical implements in
appropriate contexts; the second deals with surgical knowledge applied to
gynaecology and obstetrics.40

3.

Salakyatantra (treatment of diseases of the eyes, ears, noes, tongue, oral cavity and
throat.41

4.

Bhutavidya (knowledge of mental diseases and diseases of supernatural origin)
dealing with the true nature, symptoms and treatments of conditions like insanity,
epilepsy, etc., in which people behave as if affected by demons.42

5.

Kaumarabhrtya (knowledge of infantile disorders, care of young children and
treatment of diseases specific to children).43

6.

Agadatantra (toxicology) dealing with symptoms caused by accidental or intentional
administration of mineral, vegetable and animal poisons, bites by venomous snakes
and other poisonous creatures, their immediate antidotes and methods of treatment.

7.

Rasayana (knowledge of tonics and processes for arresting the process of physical and
mental decay) dealing with potent drugs and prescriptions to combat ill health, natural

decay and senility, their dosages and methods of administration.44
8.

Vajikaranatantra (knowledge of virilifics) dealing with lost or diminished virility,
potency or procreative ability.45

Conclusion
Apart from the eight classical branches of Ayurveda, some other indigenous systems
have survived as integral parts of the medical knowledge of ancient India. The quasireligious system of Rasacikitsa is such example. This school employs only metals, alloys,
metallic compounds and salts and also Sulphur and its preparations in its materia medica.

According to it quicksilver, is the foremost among all medicinal substances. This latter
belief is found also in many Buddist and Brahmanic tantras, as a part of the Tantric faith.
The medical knowledge of India exported to Tibet, China, Indo-China and Ceylon contained
much of this school of medicine mixed with classical Ayurveda.46 The other quasiAyurvedic system of importance is termed Nadivijnana and, as the term implies, attaches
great importance to the pulse felt at the wrists, a close study of which is supposed to give
sufficient indications for the diagnosis of most diseases.47
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The Yoga system of philosophy, due to Patanjali with its mental and physical
discipline by the eightfold path of yama (abstention), niyama (observance), asana (physical
postures involving muscular co-ordination), pranayama (regulation of breathing), pratyahara
(voluntary control of the sense-perceptions), dhyana (fixed attention), dharana
(contemplation) and Samadhi (ultimate and absolute mental concentration) is not only a
philosophy but also a discipline of the body to make it function in a state of perfect health
and flexibility.48
Important ancient Ayurveda texts include Vagbhata’s Ashtangahridaya (Heart of
Medicine), a comprehensive and systematic presentation of Ayurvedic medical knowledge,
which may belong to c. 600 CE. Another important work called the Ashtangasamgraha
(Tome of Medicine) is also ascribed to the same author. Other ancient Ayurvedic treatises
include Kashyapa’s compendium, which deals mainly with the diseases of women and
children. It may belong to the 7th century, although some parts may be based on older
material. The 14th century Sharngadhara Samhita offers a brief but succinct account of
Ayurveda. Its recipes are still used by the Ayurvedic pharmaceutical industry.49
The ideas of Ayurveda had an impact outside the subcontinent as well. The major

texts became accessible to other regions and cultures via translations into languages such as
Arabic, Persian and Tibetan and there is evidence that Ayurvedic ideas influenced botanical
science in Europe as well. 50
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